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ABSTRACT
PROACTIVE AND SELF-REFERRED CARE AND COUNSELING
IN THE WORKPLACE:
A STUDY OF UTILIZATION AND EFFECTIVENESS
by
Mark Robert LaBonde
North America has a very stress-filled society that is causing health problems,
relational issues, and various mental disorders. These issues are destroying families,
interrupting work, and costing employers millions of dollars in treatment and lost
productivity. To remedy this situation, companies began offering employee assistance
programs (EAPs). These programs help employees cope with their personal issues by
providing professional care and counseling. Companies are continually looking for better
ways to provide workplace care and counseling services. In order to ascertain what
methodology or services would improve workplace care and counseling, additional
research is needed.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of a
proactive workplace care and counseling (PCC) program and a self-referral workplace
care and counseling (SRCC) program by measuring perceived satisfaction, utilization
rates, and counselor relationship by surveying employees and employers that have access
to these benefits. I surveyed employees using external EAPs provided by insurance
companies and employees of CAREWorks clients at small to medium-sized companies in
Lexington, Kentucky.

This study showed that a proactive care and counseling method is more effective
than a self-referral EAP in both utilization and satisfaction. Utilization was thirty times
greater in the proactive model than in the self-referral model. Both employees and
companies preferred the proactive model. The level of satisfaction was higher among the
employees of the companies using the proactive care and counseling. The company
representatives surveyed also rated the proactive care and counseling as more effective.
Unfortunately, I could not compare the level of counselor relationships between the two
groups.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction

I have the opportunity to help people with various life issues almost every day. I
work for a company called Corporate CAREWorks of Kentucky, headquartered in
Lexington, Kentucky. CAREW orks is similar to an Employee Assistance Program but
prefers to refer to itself as an Employee Care Program because it offers direct care.
Companies hire CAREW orks to help take care of their employees' personal issues and to
help them reduce their stress. I visit client companies on a regular basis and provide
pastoral care and counseling to their employees. Often while visiting one of our client
companies, I hear someone say, "Mark, I thought about calling you the other day." This
prelude comes before telling me about something that is bothering them, whether about
their children or their finances or how to handle a coworker. The subject does not matter.
The point is that if I had not been present that day, they might not have sought out help
with that particular issue.
Modem society is very stressful. People are constantly dealing with personal
problems that affect their work and family life. These stresses cause health problems,
increase accidents, diminish mental functioning, and degrade relationships. Meeting
people where they work and offering employee assistance, care, counseling, and coaching
is one of the most impactful ministries available. Counseling and coaching allow care
workers to have deep impact into the individual lives and, according to studies, a very
positive financial impact on employers as well (Keay et al. 65-71; Mino et al. 177-82).
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Counseling and coaching services reduce costs to employers by affecting
absenteeism, productivity, morale, depression, work stress, and health costs. A 2000
estimate shows that US employers spent over $340 billion dollars in lost productivity,
disability costs, and benefit payments mostly brought on by stress (Smeltzer 15).
According to a more recent estimate is that mental disorders, often stress related, cost
corporations $500 billion (Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 120). This number includes
disability costs and unemployment payments associated with depression and other mental
disorders. Another Department of Labor study estimated that stress-related physical and
mental illnesses could cost companies as much as $7,500 per worker because of lowered
productivity and absenteeism (Matrone 2).
Because of the realization of this great need and the financial ramifications,
employers are looking at ways to help their employees with their personal issues. Some
organizations use internal counseling programs; however, most organizations use an
external Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Some companies use corporate chaplains
to assist their employees with their personal issues. I see this corporate need as a
wonderful opportunity for the church to be relevant and have a significant impact on
individuals in the workplace as well as on society as a whole.
Many different types of Christian workplace ministries exist and they are
becoming more popular. According to a 2003 study, McLaughlin, Hillman, Miller, and
Johnson found that over 1,200 Christian Faith at Work groups existed in North America.
Their study shows that people are responding to the need as 67 percent of these Faith at
work groups were fonned in the last twenty years and 47 percent within the last decade
(Walker 22-23). These ministries include everything from offering e-mail devotionals to
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training congregants to become more effective evangelists in the workplace. Help for
people with real-life stresses through care and counseling is urgently needed and presents
an opportunity for the church to show real care and concern for individuals while
benefiting corporate America.

Proactive and Self-Referred Care
Three main corporate approaches exist to assist employees with the stresses of
life, using chaplains, hiring onsite counselors, or using a traditional EAP. I refer to the
chaplain model as proactive care and counseling (PCC) model. The typical EAP model,
usually provided by insurance companies, requires the employee or company to initiate
the process for professional help; therefore, I refer to this model as self-referral care and
counseling (SRCC). The third approach that has historically been used in corporate
America, namely internal counselors, has some aspects of both the other models. I will,
however, not devote much time to this alternative partially because it is becoming less
and less popular. Only very large organizations can afford hiring full-time counselors,
and although internal EAPs have similarities and some benefits over other EP As, they are
outside the scope of this study.
The chaplain model typically utilizes a local pastor or trained chaplain assigned to
a corporation. Chaplains often make daily or weekly visits to the place of work and visit
with as many employees as possible. EAPs do not follow a consistent model; however,
they typically offer a fixed number of counseling visits (four to eight) as well as other
services on an as-needed basis, having the employee self-refer via telephone to the EAP
provider when necessary. They offer trained professionals to counsel over the telephone
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or refer the employee to an appropriate source of help. Some EAPs allow employees to
self-refer directly to an approved counselor.
Some studies and a great deal of anecdotal evidence indicate that both the
chaplain and the EAP models help employees with their problems and reduce employer
costs (Carver 1-98; Csiernik, "Review" 25-36; "Internal versus External Employee
Assistance Programs" 1-12; "Stress in the Workplace." 76). Many criticize the chaplain
model for bringing the baggage of religion into the workplace, especially since North
America has such a diverse workforce both ethnically and spiritually. The main criticism
of the EAP model is lack of utilization, caused primarily by the stigma of seeing a
therapist (Meyer and Davis 22). Another factor is the necessity of the employee having to
make the initial contact to receive help.
Corporate CAREWorks of Kentucky uses a relational, proactive chaplain-type,
PCC model to help employees. They offer counsel and coaching to employees either at
their place of work or by appointment outside of work. They also regularly visit each
client company and their employees on average twice monthly. These visits provide an
opportunity to get to know the employees personally to build relationships. These
relationships prior to any counseling provides the biggest difference between the PCC
and the SRCC models. The CAREW orks professionals are trained care workers and are
Christians, committed to using a Christian approach to counseling but do not call
themselves chaplains and are not licensed therapists. This approach avoids the perception
of pushing religion on the employees and the stigma of only dealing with severe mental
disorders. They refer to outside licensed therapists as needed. CAREW orks only hires
masters-level care workers with several years of counseling experience.
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Chaplain programs claim that their success comes from building relationships and
spending time with the employees at their place of work; however, I found no empirical
evidence in the literature to support this claim. Although EAPs have some studies
showing their overall effectiveness I found no analytical comparison of the effectiveness
of these two models. I suggest researching companies utilizing a typical self-referral
EAP, SRCC model and comparing it to companies that use the proactive CAREWorks,
PCC model.
Purpose

North America has a very stress-filled society that is causing health problems,
relational issues, and various mental disorders. These problems are destroying families,
interrupting work, and costing employers millions of dollars in treatment and lost
productivity. To remedy this situation, companies began offering employee assistance
programs. These programs help employees cope with their difficulties by providing
professional care and counseling to employees and their families. Companies are
continually looking for better ways to provide workplace care and counseling services. In
order to ascertain what methodology or services would improve workplace care and
counseling, additional research is needed.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of a
proactive care and counseling PCC program and a self-referral care and counseling
SRCC program by measuring perceived satisfaction, utilization rates, counselor
relationship, and impact on workplace culture by surveying employees and employers
that have access to these benefits. I surveyed employees of an external EAP program
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provided by insurance companies and CAREWorks clients at small to medium-sized
companies in Lexington, Kentucky.
Research Questions

Of the two major types of delivery of care and counseling programs studied in this
research, PCC and SRCC, little to no quantitative data is available to determine their
comparative utilization and effectiveness. The following research questions were
developed to ascertain the effectiveness of each model:
1. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
utilization rates between the PCC and SRCC?
2. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
perceived employee satisfaction?
3. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
perceived quality of the client-counselor relationship?
4. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
employers' perception of changes in the organizational culture because of the EAP?
Definition of Terms

Some of the terms that I use need defining. This study evaluated the difference
between the CAREW orks model and a typical external EAP. I have referred to these
models as PCC and SRCC respectively.
The PCC model is one where the care workers regularly visit the employees to
build relationships and proactively ask employees about their life circumstances.
The SRCC model is where the care workers do not visit the employees on a
regular basis and the employees must contact the SRCC when they experience a felt
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need. According to Richard M. Weiss, about 20 percent of EAP services are referred by
the employee's supervisors (Weiss 334).
For the purposes of this study, effectiveness is defined as the rate of the utilization
of services, the perceived satisfaction of the employees and employers with the care and
counseling offered, and the perceived quality of the client-counselor relationship.
Utilization is the amount of employees or family members actually making use of
the counseling services during the last twelve months as measured by the survey.
Satisfaction is the employees' opinion of the counseling services rendered,
including counselor professionalism and ease of access.
Counselor relationship was determined by measuring the counselor's empathy,
positive regard, congruence, and unconditionality of regard toward the patient as
measured by the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory (BLRI-64).
Ministry Appraisal

In order to determine the overall effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models, I
chose to look at employee groups in the Lexington, Kentucky, area. Five small and
midsized companies that use the CAREWorks PCC program were chosen and three small
to midsized companies utilizing a SRCC program provided by insurance companies were
chosen. These companies were selected due to their similarity in makeup to the five
CAREWorks companies.
I chose to get a good mix of employees to sample. The CAREWorks companies
included white-collar employees in the health field and in more traditional office
environments. I also surveyed blue-collar employees from both manufacturing and
service industries. I looked for companies that would provide a good balance of male and
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female employees and represent the various income levels. I chose the companies using
the PCC program to have similar demographic makeup as the CAREWorks clients.
I developed an effectiveness survey and sent it to employees via an online service,

("My Surveys.") to increase employee response. Questions covered basic demographic
information to adjust for random variables. To look at utilization, questions asked the
employees about their experiences of stress in their lives and their contact with the EAP.
Employees also responded to how often they used the care or counseling services
available. Questions were asked about their satisfaction of the service received, including
helpfulness, the professionalism, and ease of access.
I analyzed the effectiveness survey results to compare and contrast the PCC and

SRCC models. I chose to limit the study to utilization numbers, perceived satisfaction,
and counselor relationship quality and did not try to address outcomes or monetary costs
or savIngs.
Context
Understanding the context of workplace care and counseling is important.
Companies all over the world are realizing the need to provide their employees with care
and counseling to help them deal with the daily stresses of life. According to the 2010
American Psychological Association (APA) survey, fewer Americans in 2010 were
satisfied with the ways their employers helped them balance work and non-work
demands compared to the year prior (36 percent compared to 42 percent in 2009).
This pressure is making companies evaluate how they assist their employees with
stress. Most companies are adding EAP programs. One survey showed that 75 percent of
all companies in the United States have EAP services (Attridge 35). Back in 2002,
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approximately five thousand companies in the United States chose to use chaplain
services (Meyer and Davis 23).
Locally, CAREWorks started operations in 2005 by a pastoral counselor in
Lexington, Kentucky, and currently provides care and counseling services to
approximately twenty companies (LaBonde). These companies are diverse in size and
makeup. They represent white-collar employees, blue-collar employees, working in
offices, factories, and construction, to name a few. I chose five companies due to ease of
access and diversity of employees. Only companies were selected where I had no
personal contact so that I could avoid any bias toward the outcomes.
Methodology

This research was an exploratory, mixed-methods study using an effectiveness
survey questionnaire measuring effectiveness of care and counseling. Five small to
midsized companies selected from CAREW orks clients were compared to three
companies of similar characteristics where an insurance company provided the EAP
servIces.
Effectiveness of the CAREW orks PCC model and the external EAP, SRCC model
was determined by surveying all of the employees and measuring the utilization of the
services provided, the perceived satisfaction with the services rendered, and the quality of
the relationship between the client and counselor. I used descriptive statistics to analyze
the differences in the models. The researcher-designed portion of the survey contained
questions divided into three parts: demographics, utilization, and satisfaction. The fourth
part of the survey used the standard Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory-64 to
measure the therapeutic alliance.
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Participants
Employees were surveyed working at five companies with CAREW orks as their
care and counseling provider and other employees at three companies with the care and
counseling provided by an insurance company. I chose companies where I personally had
no direct contact to eliminate bias. The company types and demographics were chosen to
include varied demographics such as white collar and blue collar, low income and high
income. I contacted twelve companies although only eight companies participated. Five
companies representing CAREW orks and three utilizing an SRCC model decided to
participate. Several blue-collar companies that were selected did not participate.
Instrumentation
I used the effectiveness survey to apply to all employees to allow for better
comparisons. The effectiveness survey was designed to measure basic demographics,
utilization, perceived satisfaction, and counselor relationship of the care and counseling
programs provided to the companies. The counselor relationship portion of the survey
utilized the standard BLRI-64. The effectiveness survey was developed and sent to
employees via an online service to increase employee response. Questions covered basic
demographic information to adjust for random variables. Other questions asked the
employees about their experiences of stress in their lives. Questions covered how often
they used the care or counseling services available. I asked about the perceived
effectiveness of the service received, including helpfulness, the professionalism,
relationship qualities, perceived quality, ease of access, and overall satisfaction. The
BLRI portion asked for responses about the counselor's understanding and empathy.
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Variables
Since this study was descriptive with no intervention, it has no real independent
variables or dependent variables. The variables studied are the different types of the
workplace care and counseling programs, PCC and SRCC. Other variables are the
various responses to survey questions. One variable that I tried to control was the process
of obtaining responses to the survey from employees at selected companies and acquiring
the e-mails needed. The percentage return rate and demographic makeup of the
effectiveness survey was also taken into account. One variable I could not control was the
individual counselors used by the employees.

Data Collection
I collected the data over a short time period, three or four weeks. The
effectiveness survey was developed and I asked the employers to send the survey link to
employees. I used an online service to increase employee response. A reminder e-mail
was sent one week later to encourage greater response. A gift certificate was also offered
to one lucky winner who participated to also increase response rate. Responses were
collected online with strict confidentiality. Anyone without e-mail access received special
arrangements.

Data Analysis
In this exploratory, mixed-methods study, I followed a protocol of descriptive

statistics to determine correlations and relationships of utilization, counselor relationship
and overall satisfaction to determine the effectiveness difference between the two major
types of care and counseling surveyed. Data was therefore broken out by PCC and SRCC
groups to show any differences. Data was also broken out by company and by
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demographic categories to show differences in effectiveness, utilization, and counselor
relationship by various groupings. Relationships were reflected in the analysis.

Generalizability
This study could be useful to small and medium-sized companies to help them
understand options and provide better care to their employees. It has some applicability to
other countries as well. The study is also useful to pastors and chaplains who choose to
minister in the workplace. EAP and insurance providers would also benefit from this
research to learn how EAP care might be improved.
This study was unable to address the actual cost savings related with care and
counseling programs due to the size and scope of the study. The actual cost to provide
care was not taken into account. This study also did not address outcomes of counseling.
Other studies measured outcomes for workplace counseling. Care and effectiveness was
determined primarily on the subjective feelings of the participants. The relatively small
study could have some limitations to generalizing the results across all companies.
This research is a first step in studying the effectiveness of proactive and selfreferral care and counseling in the workplace. This and future studies could influence
policy in insurance companies as well as in many corporations. I was not able to find care
and counseling programs that were identical, so not all services could be compared
equally. I tried to focus this study on just the care and counseling portion of EAPs.
Perceived satisfaction could be influenced by additional benefits offered by the EAP such
as access to legal services.
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Theological Foundation

The theological foundation for care and counseling is derived from many biblical
passages; however, I selected Luke 4: 14-21 as my basis:
Then Jesus returned to Galilee filled with the Holy Spirit's power. Reports
about him spread quickly through the whole region. He taught regularly in
their synagogues and was praised by everyone.
When he came to the village of Nazareth, his boyhood home, he went
as usual to the synagogue on the Sabbath and stood up to read the
Scriptures. The scroll of Isaiah the prophet was handed to him. He
unrolled the scroll and found the place where this was written:
"The Spirit of the LORD is upon me,
for he has anointed me to bring Good News to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim that captives will be released,
that the blind will see,
that the oppressed will be set free,
and that the time of the LORD's favor has come."
He rolled up the scroll, handed it back to the attendant, and sat down. All
eyes in the synagogue looked at him intently. Then he began to speak to
them. "The Scripture you've just heard has been fulfilled this very day!"
(NASB)
After the miraculous birth narrative, Luke turns to the beginning of the formal ministry of
Jesus in which this passage is included. In describing the beginning of Jesus' ministry,
Luke mentions the baptism (Luke 3:21-22), genealogy (3:23-38), and temptation of Jesus
(4:1-13). Luke is setting the stage for the pronouncement of Jesus defining his ministry
(Green 197-218).
He first recounts the baptism where the Holy Spirit descended on Jesus so all could
see that he was selected, or anointed, by God. Luke then adds the section of genealogy
that was so important to the Jews to prove proper relationships to the twelve tribes of
Israel. The genealogy also proved to the Greeks that Jesus was fully human, unlike the
deities that they worshiped. This genealogy of course shows that Jesus is a descendent of
King David, which fulfills the Hebrew prophecy of the Messiah coming from his line, but
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Luke does not stress the genealogy in any way, as his main audience was the Greek
patron Theophilus. Luke ends the genealogy with the statement that Adam was the son of
God, implying that Jesus, therefore, is also the son of God.
The temptation account shows that Jesus was able to overcome all temptation. It
begins with the statement that Jesus was full of the Holy Spirit and was being led or sent
by the Holy Spirit (Luke 3: 1) to this encounter with Satan. Luke then shows that Jesus
consistently used God's word to repulse Satan's attempts to cause him to sin and so
remained sinless.
My primary passage begins in verse 14 where Luke declares that Jesus was again
full of the Holy Spirit but this time emphasized the Spirit's power. Although Nazareth
was not the first stop in Jesus' public ministry as shown in verse 14, it is where Luke
shows Jesus outlining his ministry and declaring himself to be the Messiah. Some
speculation exists as to whether Isaiah 61 was the weekly Scripture reading or the choice
of Jesus out of the scroll handed to him (Stem 113-14). Whether by miraculous
coincidence or Jesus' choice, he read the words from Isaiah 61: 1-2a:
The Spirit of the LORD GOD is upon me, Because the LORD has anointed
me To bring good news to the afflicted; He has sent me to bind up the
brokenhearted, To proclaim liberty to captives And freedom to prisoners;
To proclaim the favorable year of the LORD. And the day of vengeance of
our God; To comfort all who mourn ....
The Jews recognized this passage as a Messianic passage. In fact, the word Messiah in
Hebrew literally means anointed one (Brown, Drivers, and Briggs ). The job description
outlined, therefore, is the job description of the Messiah, the anointed one. Jesus'
declaration to the people in verse 21, "The Scripture you've just heard has been fulfilled
this very day!" names himself to be the Messiah, the Anointed one. The fact that Jesus
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did not read the rest of Isaiah 61:2 dealing with God's anger is important as that was not
his ministry on earth at that time (Motyer 499).
I selected this Scripture not because of its great Messianic declaration but rather
how the Messiah Jesus' ministry was outlined. Jesus calls his disciples to carry on this
same ministry in their personal settings. They carry on the ministry to bring good news to
the poor, to proclaim that captives will be released, that the blind will see, that the
oppressed will be set free, and that the time of the Lord's favor has come. I believe that
when Jesus gave his followers all authority to continue his ministry that this job
description became all disciples' job description. The Holy Spirit still provides the power
and anointing so that disciples are able to accomplish this task.
In the workplace, abundant opportunity exists to tell the poor about the good news.
Many people are in bondage, whether to additions or the lies they have believed about
themselves or God. Numerous people are blind to the truth of God, and oppression will
always exist. However, the Lord's favor has come and his Holy Spirit still wants to
minister to his people, through his people, everywhere, including where they spend the
majority of their day, at work.
Overview

Chapter 2 reviews literature associated with the need for care and counseling in
the workplace, the EAP model, and the chaplain model of providing those services.
Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the project's design, the research methods,
and the methods of data analysis. Chapter 4 details the findings of the study. Chapter 5
provides a summary of the conclusions derived from interpretation of the data, as well as
practical applications of the conclusions and further study possibilities.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction

The purpose of this study was to see if a PCC proactive model of workplace care
and counseling is more or less effective than a SRCC self-referral model in three areas:
utilization, perceived satisfaction, and counselor relationship. The reason this research is
necessary, however, is the underlying emotional and physical deterioration in the quality
of health of the average American worker as well as the skyrocketing health care costs
(Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 35, 69; Attridge, Maiden, and Herlihy 13; "Stress in
America."). Entities who wish to provide the best help and assistance to workers will find
this research helpful whether those organizations are church related or business
corporations.
I strongly believe that the current problems facing the average American worker
represent an opportunity for the church to offer a relevant and beneficial service to
individuals while at work. Someone must, and many are beginning, to help American
workers with their personal issues that are producing such stresses and affecting their
lives, families, and work. The church has been offering care and counsel to individuals
for centuries; however, secular programs of care are increasingly replacing the church's
efforts in the American workplace. The Bible refers often to the problem of anxiety.
Scripture commands in Philippians 4:6 to "[b]e anxious for nothing," yet stress continues
to be a major problem in most people's lives.
Companies are currently employing several different approaches to help workers
with stress and personal issues. I looked at the literature to see why so many companies
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are trying to address these problems as well as the various ways implementation occurs. I
also looked at the history of the various programs to give context to my study.
The North American society is very stressful. People are constantly dealing with
personal problems that affect their work and family life. Stress causes health problems,
increases accidents, diminishes mental functions, and degrades relationships (Richard,
Emener, and Hutchison 69). One of the most impactful ministries the church can have is
to meet people where they work and offer employee assistance, counseling, and
coaching. Corporations need to determine the most effective method for offering care and
counseling to the people in corporate America.
Much study is still needed in this area. Legal issues, moral issues, cost
effectiveness issues, cultural issues, and program design issues are several of the topics
that complicate this discussion. I have chosen to look specifically at the issue of the
importance of building relationships in order to become proactive in offering care. I want
to see if a more proactive approach might have an effect on the alleviation of personal
issues. The purpose of this study was, therefore, to evaluate the overall perceived
satisfaction, utilization and quality of a therapeutic relationship in a proactive care and
counseling program, using CAREWorks clients, and a self-referral care and counseling
program, using a program provided by an insurance company, at small to medium-sized
companies in Lexington, Kentucky.

Theological Framework
As mentioned, Jesus outlined his basic ministry in Luke 4: 14-21. Other passages
exist that give other details of Jesus' ministry such as, "I have come to call not those who
think they are righteous, but those who know they are sinners" (Mark 2: 17, NLT) or, "I
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have come as Light into the world, so that everyone who believes in Me will not remain
in darkness (John 12:46, NASB). Jesus also outlined his ministry in the "I AM"
statements found in John such as; "I am the bread of life" (6:48); "I am the Light of the
world" (8:12); "I am the door" (10:9); "I am the good shepherd" (10:14); "I am the
resurrection and the life" (11 :25); "I am the true vine" (15: I); "I am the way, and the
truth, and the life" (14:6). These verses point to the fact that Jesus is the focus of faith.
Believers should be witnesses and examples to these truths, living their lives, pointing
people to Jesus whether at home or at work. I want to look at the various components of
Jesus' ministry using the Luke 4 passage as my basis and see how that relates to ministry
today, especially in the workplace.
Jesus' ministry is one of alleviating pain and bringing the good news. Bearing one
another's burdens and serving one another is a particularly Christian act. Scripture
commanded in Galatians 6:2 to "[b ]ear one another's burdens, and thereby fulfill the law
of Christ" (literally, the "law of the Anointed One"). Paul is likely referring back to his
earlier statements of the law of love found in Galatians 5:13-15 (Keener 536):
For you were called to freedom, brethren; only do not tum your freedom
into an opportunity for the flesh, but through love serve one another. For
the whole Law is fulfilled in one word, in the statement, "You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.
The fact that Paul makes these statements all in the context of walking in the Spirit is
important. In fact this care or love is listed as a fruit of the Spirit in Galatians chapter 5.
This law of love is spelled out in Luke 4.
Love and service do not come naturally. To love ones' neighbors well, the Holy
Spirit has to provide the power and guidance. As one surrenders to the Spirit as
mentioned in Galatians 5, one is able to be less selfish. Paul tells the Galatians the secret
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is to let the Holy Spirit guide their lives. Galatians 5: 16 says "So I say, let the Holy Spirit
guide your lives. Then you won't be doing what your sinful nature craves" (NLT). To
obtain the qualities one needs to serve others, the Spirit of God must produces the
qualities. ,,22But the Holy Spirit produces this kind of fruit in our lives: love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 23gentleness, and self-control." (Gal. 5:22-23)
These verses say that believers can have confidence they will receive these qualities.
Doctor Luke explains the law of the Anointed One, love, well in Luke 4 after the
miraculous birth narrative and the temptations. Luke turns to the beginning of the formal
ministry of Jesus in which this study's passage is included. In leading up to the beginning
of Jesus' ministry Luke mentions first the baptism of the Spirit in Luke 3:21-22 next the
genealogy in Luke 3:23-38, then the Spirit leading Jesus to the wilderness where he
encountered Satan, in Luke 4: 1-13. Luke is showing that Jesus is the Messiah and the
great pronouncement he is about to make is of utmost importance. In his hometown of
Nazareth Jesus gives a compelling definition of his ministry of love (Green 197). Jesus,
in this Jewish place of worship, outlines the various ways he is called by God's Spirit to
show God's great love to the world.
This review looks at what led up to Jesus' pronouncement of ministry. It outlines
whom this ministry affected. It also shows the various aspects of Jesus' ministry as
outlined in Luke. It also explores how it can be applied today.

Spiritual Authority
The Spirit of God first descended upon Jesus at his baptism. The same Spirit then
led Jesus into the wilderness, and finally in the power of this Holy Spirit, Jesus
proclaimed his ministry here on earth (Luke 4). This threefold movement of the Spirit,
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baptism, leading, and power, is important to note. Scripture shows this same spiritual
encounter repeated in the lives of the disciples. In Acts 1:5 Jesus told the disciples that
they would be baptized by the Holy Spirit. At their baptism, the Spirit descend upon the
disciples in a manner similar to the way the Spirit descended upon Jesus at His baptism:
When the day of Pentecost had come, they were all together in one place.
And suddenly there came from heaven a noise like a violent rushing wind,
and it filled the whole house where they were sitting. And there appeared
to them tongues as of fire distributing themselves, and they rested on each
one of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to
speak with other tongues, as the Spirit was giving them utterance. (Acts
2:1-4, NASB)
This baptism is an engulfing of the Holy Spirit. It is something that changes lives.
Luke says that the Holy Spirit led Jesus into the wilderness. The same Spirit also
leads followers of Jesus as believers. The Scripture has many references of believers
experiencing the leading of the Spirit just as Jesus was led. In Romans 8, Paul states that
all true believers, sons of God, are led by God's Holy Spirit. Romans 8:14 says "For all
who are being led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God." Luke's genealogy shows
Adam and Jesus are both sons of God and are both human. It implies that all human
beings can be filled with the Holy Spirit and not just gods and other deities as the pagan
religions of the time would assume.
Believers, therefore, also have access to the power of the Spirit just like Jesus.
Luke 4 states that Jesus returned to Galilee filled with the Holy Spirit's power. Jesus
promised the disciples that they would have this same power in Acts 1:8: "[B]ut you will
receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be my witnesses
both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to the remotest part of the
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earth." This spiritual power is the ingredient that the disciples needed to be witnesses to
the world for Jesus.
Only this supernatural spiritual power allows all believers to continue the ministry
of Jesus here on earth. The threefold experience of the Holy Spirit, baptism, leading, and
power, in the lives of believers and of Jesus, affirms that God's Spirit chooses his
followers. The same Spirit equips all believers of Jesus. I like how the Message translates
Luke 24:49: "What comes next is very important: I am sending what my Father promised
to you, so stay here in the city until he arrives, until you're equipped with power from on
high." All believers are led to do the same things that Jesus did by the same Spirit. As
Paul says in Galatians, just let the Spirit guide: Galatians 5: 16 says "So I say, let the Holy
Spirit guide your lives. Then you won't be doing what your sinful nature craves" (NLT).
Believers' lives and their actions, therefore, should be a witness to what Jesus did and
taught fulfilling His purpose here on earth today.
Luke 4: 18-19 shows what Jesus said his actions were, thereby detailing what
believers actions should include. First Luke 4: 18-19 shows Jesus proclaiming his
universal purpose to the Jews of Nazareth of Galilee:
The Spirit of the LORD is upon me,
for he has anointed me to bring Good News to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim that captives will be released,
that the blind will see,
that the oppressed will be set free,
and that the time of the LORD's favor has come.
Second, when Jesus wanted to prove to John the Baptist that he was the true anointed
one, he referred back to the passage from Isaiah and told John's disciples to look and see
what he, Jesus, was doing. Luke explains these actions in 7:21-22:
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At that very time He cured many people of diseases and afflictions and
evil spirits; and He gave sight to many who were blind. And He answered
and said to them, "Go and report to John what you have seen and heard:
the blind receive sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf
hear, the dead are raised up, the poor have the gospel preached to them.
(NASB)
This passage further confirms that this law of love was Jesus' ministry priority while here
on earth. Jesus limited his ministry, primarily to the Jewish people. Some may speculate
therefore, that followers of Christ should only serve the Jewish people.
Ministry to All
Jesus, as recorded by Luke in Acts, specifically directed the disciples to be his
witnesses to the remotest parts of the earth, encompassing all people. Luke is also very
clear that Jesus' ministry proclamation is for the Gentiles as well. As Jeffery S. Siker
points out, Luke records two examples that Jesus used, both from the Old Testament,
where the prophets Elijah and Elisha performed miraculous healings, not for Jews but for
Gentiles, to show that his ministry was for everyone (Siker 83-84; Hertig 170). The
church must remember that its ministry focus should be directed toward those outside the
faith and not only toward believers.
The passage in Luke most likely also refers back to the year of Jubilee that grants
freedom to non-Jews as well. The passage that Jesus quoted from Isaiah 61: 1-2 is
somewhat different than recorded in Luke 4:
The Spirit of the LORD GOD is upon me, because the LORD has anointed
me to bring good news to the afflicted; He has sent me to bind up the
brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to captives and freedom to prisoners;
To proclaim the favorable year of the LORD.
According to James A. Sanders, Jesus blended his quote of Isaiah 61 recorded in Luke 4
with another passage from Isaiah 58:6. He left out the phrase to "bind up the
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brokenhearted" and added a verse from Isaiah 58. The verse in Luke 4: 18 says, "He has
sent me to proclaim that captives will be released," which is verbatim from the Greek
Septuagint from Isaiah 58:6 (Sanders 151). Sanders goes on to point out that Jesus
specifically was alluding to the Jewish Year of Jubilee, the time of restoration for all.
If Jesus was reading from a scroll, it would not have included these extra words so
this insertion indicates how very important including "releasing captives" was in the
reading. Luke as a scholar would also know that these words do not belong in Isaiah 61,
so he would not have added them by mistake. Therefore, the inclusion of the ministry of
release of captives was extremely important to Jesus.

Time of the LORD's Favor
From the very beginning of the nation Israel, God provided a time of restoration
for those poor and enslaved. In Leviticus 25, God outlines the rules of restoration in the
Jubilee year:
You are also to count off seven Sabbaths of years for yourself, seven times
seven years, so that you have the time of the seven Sabbaths of years,
namely, forty-nine years. You shall then sound a ram's hom abroad on the
tenth day of the seventh month; on the day of atonement you shall sound a
hom all through your land. You shall thus consecrate the fiftieth year and
proclaim a release through the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a
jubilee for you, and each of you shall return to his own property, and each
of you shall return to his family. (Lev. 25 :8-1 0)
If a countryman of yours becomes so poor with regard to you that he sells
himself to you, you shall not subject him to a slave's service. He shall be
with you as a hired man, as ifhe were a sojourner; he shall serve with you
until the year of jubilee. He shall then go out from you, he and his sons
with him, and shall go back to his family, that he may return to the
property of his forefathers. (Lev. 25:39-41)
His decree was to set every slave free (release the captives) and restore the land to the
original family owners.
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God commanded the Jewish nation to celebrate the year of Jubilee every fifty
years. This special Jubilee year started on the Day of Atonement. The sins of the people
were atoned for on this special day by special blood sacrifice. Atoning for sins is the
beginning of restoration. The reason that God gave, to make sure that people have the
right of restoration, is that God himself already bought them: "For they are My servants
whom I brought out from the land of Egypt; they are not to be sold in a slave sale" (Lev.
25:42). Over one thousand years later, when Christ came to make the final atonement, he
states in Matthew 20:28: "For even the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve
others and to give his life as a ransom for many" (NLT). He made the supreme sacrifice,
the atonement, to redeem all people.
Jesus not only came to proclaim the favorable year of the Lord, but he died to
make sure all believers could live in liberty and freedom. His death atoned for the sins of
many. His ministry was directed at communicating that believers could experience
Jubilee, true freedom, and be released from their bondage to sin and death. The church
needs to minister to the real needs of individuals, but it also needs to continue to proclaim
true freedom and release from sin to all people through Jesus Christ.

Bringing Good News to the Poor
Proclaiming Good news,

(£uaYY£Ai~(t))

is the first act mentioned in Jesus' ministry

directive. This gospel or good news in the Greek can pertain to any news that is good.
According to Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon, this term is also used in the New
Testament especially of the glad tidings of the coming kingdom of God and of the
salvation to be obtained in it through Christ.
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Jesus' statement in Luke quoted from Isaiah is to bring good news specifically to
the poor. Jesus had a special compassion for the poor, however, in outlining his ministry,
limiting the good news only to the physically poor would not make sense. Jesus would
not logically exclude people of means. Jesus must have been referring to a much larger
group of people such as the poor in spirit as mentioned in the sermon on the mount where
Jesus states, '"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." (Matt.
5:3, NASB) According to Paul Hertig, The Old Testament term for the poor Canawim
.,~~)

referred to both social and religious humility: "The poor were in one sense the

victims of the unjust structures of society-powerless, vulnerable, insignificant,
exploited, economically deprived, and oppressed; in another sense they were the
spiritually pious who were humbly and utterly dependent upon God" (173). Since this
passage is a quote from the Old Testament, Jesus is likely using this larger definition of
poor here in Luke 4. Verifying this understanding, the New American Standard Bible
translates the Hebrew word as afflicted, not just poor, in Isaiah 61. The church should,
therefore, proclaim this salvation today to all afflicted as well. What better place to find

the poor and afflicted than at their place of work.

Proclaiming Release of Captives
According to Joseph Thayer, the release a<p£(jts about which Jesus spoke can
mean release from captivity or bondage; however, it is also used to represent forgiveness
of sin. It is in this latter sense that Jesus concentrated his ministry. At the last supper, in
Matthew 26:28, Jesus himself says that his own blood is poured out for the forgiveness of
SIns.
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This verse can also relate back to the Jubilee language of Leviticus 25, indicating
that the release is more complete than just forgiveness of sins but would include whatever
enslaves individuals (Hertig 173). Many things are found in the workplace that hold
people captive such as stress, anxiety, irrational thinking, and various addictions such as
drugs, alcohol, and pornography to name a few. I believe that Jesus came to release all
people from their sins as well as from personal slavery, including those addictive
behaviors.
Care and counseling is a positive way to help fulfill the mission of Christ in
setting captives free. Historically, care and counseling were used in the workplace for this
very reason. The release of captives cannot only be limited to the physical and mental
problems, however, remembering that primarily people need to be released or set free
from their sin.

Blind Seeing
Jesus prefonned miracles to show his authority and demonstrate his love for the
people. Healings included many things, but blindness had special meaning. On many
occasions, he healed blind men and they recovered their physical sight (e.g., Matt 9:2830; 12:22; 15 :30; 21 :24).
Jesus in the New Testament also used blindness metaphorically, such as in the
instance when he called the Pharisees blind guides (Matt 15: 14; 23: 16-26). Peter also
uses blindness this way as he writes about the importance of moral qualities and selfcontrol. He states in 2 Peter 1:9, "For he who lacks these qualities is blind or shortsighted, having forgotten his purification from his fonner sins." I believe that the church
should be involved in physical healing; however, the importance of ministering to the
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blindness of the mind should not be forgotten. Helping people see the truth is the message
behind Jesus saying he is the light of the world. Being salt and light is also the role of all
believers.
Care and counseling in the workplace is a great way to help people with their
mental blindness, shining the light. I see people struggling on a regular basis with bad
thoughts and lies that they believe affecting their lives. They have blind spots that keep
them from living the kind of life that Jesus has for them. People need to learn the truth
about themselves as well as salvation, to have their eyes opened. People's eyes can be
truly opened when they learn the truth that God has for them.

Setting Oppressed Free
Freedom was a very common theme for Jesus. The word translated oppressed is
9pauffi, which according to Thayer literally means to break, break in pieces, or shatter.

Looking at the word oppressed in this light, one can see many oppressed, broken and
shattered people in the workplace. They have become broken through divorce, financial
crisis, death of family members, and victimization just to name a few. Jesus came to
bring freedom to those very same shattered people. Believers should also provide healing
and freedom to those they find who are oppressed.
According to Luke, Jesus omitted the phrase about healing the brokenhearted
found in Isaiah 61 and inserted one from Isaiah 58:6 about sending the oppressed away in
release, or to set at liberty those who were oppressed (r~l). The Hebrew word used here
translated oppressed may also mean to crush or break. The phrase in Luke 4: 18 is
verbatim with what the Septuagint translated in Isaiah 58:6 (Sanders 151). J. Alec Motyer
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states that being set free is not enough; rather, a full restoration of positive values that had
been lost is needed (481).
Bringing freedom to those in need is a major part of Christian service. Paul states
in Galatians 5: 1, "It was for freedom that Christ set us free; therefore keep standing firm
and do not be subject again to a yoke of slavery." Although this verse pertains to the yoke
of sin, freedom for the oppressed would also include freedom from all falsehood and
manipulation. Individuals are often crushed by their poor choices or the poor choices of
others as well as the false beliefs that enslave them. These people are in need of true
freedom. Much of care and counseling addresses the false thinking and the difficult
circumstances that crush people and causes many to have difficulty with living life to the
full as Jesus intended.
This passage in Luke was the very one that John Wesley used for his first outdoor
sermon in England on 2 April 1739. He chose this verse to represent the freedom that the
workers of eighteenth-century England needed. Approximately three thousand workers
were reached with the good news of Luke 4 that day (Manskar 90-91). I believe Wesley
set a good example and that believers can still reach workers here in the United States
with the same good news found in Luke 4.

Summary
The threefold movement of the Holy Spirit outlined in the beginning chapters of
Luke parallels the same movement of the Spirit in the lives of believers. The Holy Spirit
baptizes followers of Jesus. They have the same guidance and power available to them
that Jesus had on earth for ministry. The Holy Spirit is the ultimate counselor, working
through the followers of Jesus.
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Jesus gave authority to his disciples in Matthew 10: 1: "Jesus summoned His
twelve disciples and gave them authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to
heal every kind of disease and every kind of sickness." In the Great Commission in
Matthew 28: 18-20, Jesus proclaimed that he has all authority in heaven and on earth.
Jesus used "therefore" to imply that this authority affects his disciples: "Because of who
He is and because He has the full authority, they are commissioned to go ... and make
disciples" (Morris 746). Jesus also transferred his authority to his disciples in Acts 1:8:
"But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you. And you will be my
witnesses, telling people about me everywhere-in Jerusalem, throughout Judea, in
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth." The disciples were to take the ministry of Jesus
and use the same power that he had to accomplish that ministry.
The mission of bringing good news to the poor, setting captives free, recovery of
sight, freeing the oppressed, and proclaiming a Jubilee now falls to all believers. They
should, as his disciples, therefore, step out in faith and have assurance that they can
continue Jesus' ministry here on earth. This work, for believers, is empowered and led by
the Holy Spirit; just as Jesus was led so are they. In the United States people spend most
of their time at work. Many of their stresses are associated with work. Therefore, the
American workplace is a fertile field in which to work, bringing care and counseling to
those who are poor, captive, blind, and oppressed. If the church wants to be relevant to
modem society, offering spiritual care and counseling at the workplace is a great way to
affect lives.
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The Need for Care and Counseling
People still struggle with being poor in spirit, captive to various behaviors, blind
to the truth, and oppressed by society. This struggle causes great stress or anxiety in
people's lives. Stress has many definitions, such as "Stress is a condition or feeling
experienced when a person perceives that demands exceed the personal and social
resources the individual is able to mobilize" ("What Stress Is"). Others talk about the
fight or flight responses or the presence of threats to define stress. My definition is,
therefore, the fear or threat of something that mayor may not happen that is
counterproductive to desired goals and lifestyle. People may be afraid that they cannot
get their work done or that they do not have the resources to be good parents. Whatever
the reason, individuals realize that they have tremendous stress in their lives.
Effects of Stress on Individuals
Corporations, in tum, are realizing that this stress has a significant effect on
performance and a negative economic impact on their businesses. Estimations are that
each year, more than one out of every seven employees is faced with personal problems
that seriously affect his or her job performance (Meyer and Davis 22). Many believe that
companies have a moral obligation as well as an economic mandate to do something to
help workers reduce their stress (Quick et al. 53-89). John Wesley would certainly agree
with the moral obligation, saying, "There is no holiness but social holiness" (qtd in Jones,
Wainwright, and Yamold 604). Christians are called to act out their personal holiness by
reaching out to others.
A 2004 survey found that 45 percent of respondents would like their employers to
offer a confidential coaching or counseling service, and more than 70 percent find their
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job stressful (Kinder 22). Just one stressed-out worker can create stress for surrounding
workers by not doing his or her job, disturbing others, and generally being in a bad mood
(Edwards 22). Several studies have also linked stress with workplace violence (Jacobson,
Jones, and Bowers 44-58). Often one reads or hears of incidents of violence escalating in
the workplace, local schools, as well as sport venues. Recently, in US workplaces,
murder has become the leading cause of death in women and the second or third leading
cause of death in men (Edwards 22; Menz 23).
Stress also causes other problems and illnesses that lead to death. Ten major
diagnoses cause 80 percent of the deaths in the United States. Of those ten causes, stress
is directly related to at least seven of them: heart disease, stroke, accidents, suicide and
homicide, as well as cancer, liver disease, chronic bronchitis, and emphysema (Quick et
al. 53-89). The Harvard Business Review reports that 60 to 90 percent of all doctor visits
are stress related (Perkins 12). Each year more than thirty thousand individuals take their
own lives and many hospital claims are suicide related (Davis 28). Stress is quite literally
killing Americans and increasing the cost of health care. Physical symptoms from stress
include headaches, digestive problems, skin problems, high blood pressure, weight gain,
muscle tension, joint pain, sexual dysfunction, fatigue, and sleep problems ("Stress
Symptoms") .
One does not have to become ill and die for stress to cause major problems in life.
Stress affects daily life adversely as well. Stress has emotional consequences leading to
depression and severe family disruption (Grzywacz 28-36). In a study done by The
Disability Management Employer Coalition, (DMEC) depression was identified as the
most costly health condition among a group of ten large employers. They looked at
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combining costs from medical, pharmacy, absenteeism, and presenteeism, which is the
ability of employees to maintain focus on their work issues, found in Health and
Productivity as a Business Strategy (Carruthers 4-5" DMEC 2010" 4-5). DMEC
researched 1.3 million participants and found that employees feeling depressed only one
or two days a week, have higher rates of absenteeism and lower productivity compared to
those who report rarely feeling depressed. Employees who report one or two days of
depression per week can cost $3,500 per employee per year in terms of lost productivity
(Carruthers 3"DMEC 2012" 3).
To calculate the cost associated with presenteeism, one needs to measure the
decrease in productivity for employees whose health problems and personal issues have
not necessarily led to absenteeism. Quantifying the true costs associated with
presenteeism is very difficult. Some of the instrumentation that measures presenteeism
and absenteeism includes the Work and Health Interview (WHI), Work Limitations
Questionnaire (WLQ), MacArthur Health and Work Productivity Questionnaire (HPQ),
Health and Work Questionnaire (HWQ), and the Stanford Presenteeism Scale (SPS-6,
SPS-13). According to the Integrated Benefits Institute presenteeism accounts for a
staggering 74 percent of health-related lost time, while absenteeism accounts for only 26
percent. One study reports that every dollar spent on medical costs and pharmaceuticals
results in $2.30 of health-related productivity losses due to absenteeism and presenteeism
("IBI Web Documents"). Not all presenteeism is caused by stress; however, a large
percentage can be associated directly with stress.
Stress has behavioral consequences, which in excess can lead to physical
consequences. Stress causes some people to overeat. Two-fifths of adults reported
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overeating or eating unhealthy foods because of stress in the past month. Stress causes
others to lose their appetites. Nearly one-third said they skipped a meal because of stress
in the past month. Stress causes many to lose sleep. More than 40 percent said they had
lain awake at night in the past month (Druss, Schlesinger, and Allen 731-34). Most
people find that their energy is affected. The most commonly reported physical
symptoms of stress were irritability (45 percent), fatigue (41 percent), and lack of energy
or motivation (38 percent); ("Stress in America Key Findings."). All of these symptoms
affect individuals' ability to work.
Stress also leads to poor decision making because of the overproduction of
adrenalin. Adrenalin prompts the brain to make fast emotionally driven decisions often
associated with the "fight or flight" symptom. People focus on their stressors and do not
pay attention to their current surroundings. Other poor decisions may include trying to
self- medicate to reduce the stress, which can lead to drug and alcohol addictions. Many
are getting their doctors to provide medication to help them cope. Tranquilizers,
antidepressants, and anti-anxiety medications now account for one-fourth of all
prescriptions written in the United States each year (Lee). Prescription drug coverage is
the largest component cost of health care, ranging from 25 percent to 40 percent of a
typical employer's benefits cost (Seward 1).
Many family situations cause stress. Karen I. Fredriksen and Andrew E. Scharlach
report that according to the US Department of Labor in 1994, nearly 60 percent of
mothers and 80 percent of fathers with children under the age of six are employed. This
high employment ratio necessitates child care and family leave issues not to mention the
juggling of schedules causing stress. In addition, the US Senate Special Committee on
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Aging states that family members provide more than 80 percent of the long-term care
assistance needed by older adults (Fredriksen and Scharlach 189). If one includes marital
difficulties, single-parent households, blended families, job losses, and financial
difficulties people have many personal issues causing tremendous emotional stress and
illness. People need help navigating these life stressors.
In a vicious cycle of events, personal problems can cause stress and stress causes
more personal problems. People are holistic, with every part of life affecting the others.

In their book, Mark Attridge, Paul Maiden, and Patricia Herlihy state, "Weare integrated
beings, we are holistic, we cannot separate the stress from work from family activities or
the problems with children from workplace productivity therefore a holistic approach to
meeting these needs is necessary" (109). This cycle must be broken as it can destroy
lives. I believe that personal care and counseling is the best way to have an immediate
impact on the problem of stress in people's lives. Many people are captives to their
problems and, as Jesus said, need to be set free.
Stress is not getting any better, either. In their most recent survey, the American
Psychological Association found that 44 percent of those surveyed believed that stress is
greater this year than in the last five years. This statistic could be true for many reasons
however, a poor economy is cited most often. A British survey found that 84 percent
believed employees would be more likely to require counseling do to the recession (Reed
Business Information UK, Ltd 1).

Effects of Stress on Corporations
In addition to the individuals themselves, corporations possibly have the most to
lose due to this stress epidemic. A. Carroll states, "Sick companies produce sick
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employees, as dysfunctional families produce dysfunctional family members, as sick
societies produce sick citizens" (qtd in Arthur 556). Everyone is connected and their
surroundings influence them greatly.
Many issues affect employee productivity. Some of those issues are caused by
stress and some issues produce stress. The Web site HumanNature@Work lists ten
separate areas of the costs of stress: absenteeism, accidents including workers-comp
claims, litigation, grievances, errors of judgment, conflict, violence, customer service
problems, no time to "do it right", and loss of intellectual capital (Lee). One other study
found seven main interferences with worker productivity. Counseling will help many of
these issues.
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According to the US Department of Labor, stress-related physical and mental
illnesses can cost companies as much as $7,500 per worker because of lowered
productivity and absenteeism (Matrone 2). A 2000 estimate shows that employers in the
United States spent over $340 billion dollars in lost productivity, disability costs, and
benefit payments mostly brought on by stress (Smeltzer 15). A 2001 study showed that
depression and other employee problems had a persistent association with diminished
productivity. Poor health and lower productivity affect corporate profits (Dross,
Schlesinger, and Allen 731-34). According to the 2011 report from the APA, less than
half of all Americans (40 percent) perceive themselves to be in excellent or very good
health. A similar number of Americans say their stress levels have increased over the past
five years (44 percent).
Stress affects the health of the employee and therefore increases the cost to
corporations for providing health care. Employers realize a substantial cost from loss of
productivity through both absenteeism and being distracted at work (i.e., presenteeism).
Distracted and stressed-out employees tend to be less productive, miss more work, have
more accidents, and create more wasted time and effort costing corporations millions of
dollars (Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 69; Jacobson and Attridge 12).
Stress also creates various intangible costs to employers that are difficult to
measure but still exist, including inappropriate use of supervisor's time, increased
turnover, distraction of other employees, increased arbitration hearings, decreased
product quality, poor decision making, fraud, theft, damage to organization's public
image, increased work accidents, and increased workplace violence (Csiernik, "Review"
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25-36). In their book, Attridge, Main, and Herlihy explain how pain and behavior is
connected:
Employees at all levels of the organization and all life stages experience
conflicts between their work and their personal lives. While each conflict
results in a different level of pain, all "pain" influences job behavior; when
the "pain" is not addressed, individuals tend to behave in ways that may
not be aligned with business objectives. (13)
Measuring the full effects of personal problems on productivity costs is almost
impossible. Companies realize if pain causes employees to behave contrary to business
objectives employers should try to help alleviate that pain.

History of Care and Counseling
People have been dealing with stressful situations for centuries, and they have
turned to professionals for help. A different type of professional help was available at
different times in history. Perhaps the earliest group to provide any kind of care and
counseling was priests and chaplains.

Care and Counseling by Chaplains
Historians cite instances of clergy going to war with the troops throughout
history. Some of the earliest references include Aaron of the Bible or priests serving in
the Roman legions. Most modem-day militaries continue to use chaplains to provide aid
to the troops. According to Christianity. com, in the early 1500s Sir Francis Drake took a
chaplain, Rev. Francis Fletcher, with him on his voyage to the New World. The reverend
provided the sailors spiritual comfort and instruction on their long voyage. In fact, Rev.
Fletcher led most likely the first religious service in what was to become the United
States in June 1579 ("Graces").
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The first reference to the presence of chaplains at the worksite in America was
less than one hundred years later: "The Massachusetts Bay colony records stipulated that
religious instruction was to be provided at the work site by employers, particularly for
employees in remote locations when Sunday labor was required" (Mullis 30). Records
also show that Saugus Ironworks established a workplace chaplaincy in 1643. One
hundred years later on 1 May 1789, chaplains entered government, and the first chaplain
of the United States House of Representatives, Rev. William Linn, was selected ("History
of the Chaplaincy").
Throughout history, chaplains have been representatives of their gods to bring
about good fortune in war. Chaplains also held religious services, provided religious
education, and prayed for the sick. Although the modem concept of care and counseling
provided by chaplains did not truly come about until the twentieth century, ministers have
been reaching out to workers throughout history. Alcoholism in the workplace, for
instance, has been a problem for centuries. In the mid 1700s, individuals such as John
Wesley set out to help the average worker break free from alcohol (Anderson 1-14).
Prior to the 1920s, hospitals invited retired clergy to provide chaplaincy services
such as praying for the sick. In the 1920s, Anton Boisen at W orchester State Hospital in
Massachusetts started a new educational movement, later called clinical pastoral
education (CPE). This new training started a trend to expand the roles of chaplains. The
first clinically trained chaplain appointed to a general hospital was Austin P. Guiles at
Massachusetts General Hospital in 1930 (King). Chaplains now work in many of the
governmental agencies such as police, fire departments, and military as well as in most
all hospitals. Most professional sports teams and sports organizations such as NASCAR
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and horseracing also have employed chaplains to be on call to minister to their
constituents.
The most recent trend is the establishment of workplace chaplains. Groups such
as Marketplace Ministries, Corporate Chaplains of America, Chaplains at Work,
Workplace Chaplains U.S., and many smaller companies now provide chaplain services
to corporations. Regulatory and training services are also starting up such as the National
Institute of Business and Industrial Chaplains and the International Fellowship of
Industrial Chaplains. According to Keith Starcher, the training and certification group,
International Fellowship of Industrial Chaplains, reports that company requests for
workplace chaplains has outpaced their capacity to train them (17). The various
workplace chaplain groups have different credentialing requirements for their chaplains
however, they require some sort of specific training. Most of these chaplains are also not
licensed therapists.

History of Care at Work (EAP)
Another innovation in helping people deal with their stressful issues is the
appearance of the EAP. According to the Employer Assistance Professionals Association,
(EAPA) employee assistance is defined as the "work organization's resource that utilizes
specific core technologies to enhance employee and workplace effectiveness through
prevention, identification and resolution of personal and productivity issues ("EAP Core
Technology.") Jodi M. Jacobson and Mark Attridge also quotes the EAPA definition:
[EAPs are] a worksite-based program designed to assist (a) work
organizations in addressing productivity issues, and (b) "employee clients"
in identifying and resolving personal concerns, including, but not limited
to, health, marital, family, financial, alcohol, drug, legal, emotional, stress
or other personal issues that may affect job performance. (12)
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Companies typically provide EAPs as either an internal or an external program.
The history of the employee assistance movement is relatively short. The modem
Employee Assistance Program often traces its roots to the early 1900s when organized
treatment for alcoholism in the workplace began (Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 6).
Organizations such as Alcoholics Anonymous did not come about to meet this need until
the 1930s.
Western Electric conducted the famous Hawthorne studies in the 1920s and
1930s. These studies interviewed approximately twenty thousand employees and found
that when the employees were able to express themselves and their complaints heard,
they found a resulting new enthusiasm for work as well as tension reduction. This study
led to using counselors to bring about psychological adjustments and increased
productivity in the workplace (Arthur 551).
The next large advance in the EAP movement happened in 1962 when The
Kemper Group expanded their alcohol abuse program. They gave families of alcoholics
and persons with other "living problems" access to counseling (Richard, Emener, and
Hutchison 29). This increased access was the beginning of a great expansion of benefits
offered to employees in the way of care and counseling. Since 1962, an explosion of new
benefits has been offered. Now employees can get information on things such as
parenting, aging, workplace violence, marriage, family issues, financial counseling, legal
issues, and medical benefit issues.
In the last fifty years much has changed in the field of corporate wellness and

counseling. EAPs are even now integrating with health and wellness companies to
address the rising health costs in America. Companies are experiencing a reduction of
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costs and improvement in employee care. Corporations realize the severity of the need to
offer help to employees. To confirm the value of EAPs over 80 percent of Fortune 500
companies have some type of EAP that covers their employees. Currently, over eight
thousand different EAP organizations serve US, companies (Richard, Emener, and
Hutchison 219).
Therapeutic Relationships
Professionals offering help to workers, whether they work for private counseling
services, EAPs, or chaplain services, depend on building therapeutic relationships to be
most effective. In almost any theory of counseling, the therapeutic relationship is
critically important. According to existential psychotherapists, the relationship itself
provides the healing. A good relationship should create a warm, secure environment
where trust and rapport can be established. According to Thomas L. Sexton and Susan C.
Whiston, "The quality of the counseling relationship has consistently been found to have
the most significant impact on successful client outcome" (6). This study agrees with
most all leading experts.
Often the relationship becomes a partnership between client and therapist to reach
the agreed-upon goals of therapy. According to the Dr. Richard Niolon, "The clienttherapist relationship is important both as a primary element of therapy (an effective
element of therapy in and of itself) and as a supportive or secondary element of therapy
(an effective element of therapy through secondary effects)." Building a good clienttherapist relationship is critical to good outcomes.
Carl Rogers, known as the father of client-centered therapy, believed that the
client-counselor relationship represented a major factor in all theoretical orientations of
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psychotherapy. He suggested four main components are necessary to a good therapeutic
relationship:
Level of Regard-is the overall level or tendency of one person's affective
response to another it as the composite "loadings" of all the
distinguishable feeling reactions of one person to another.
Empathic Understanding-is the extent to which one person is conscious
of the immediate awareness of another.
Congruence-is the absence of conflict or inconsistency between his (the
therapist's) primary experience, conscious awareness, and his overt
communication.
Unconditionality of Regard-is the aspect of constancy or variability of
affective response, regardless of its general level. (Mills and Zytowski
196)
Rogers believed that greater therapeutic change would occur the higher the client
perceived these four characteristics.
Many studies now indicate that the therapeutic relationship alone accounts for at
least 30 percent of the success in therapy (McMinn and Campbell 65-66). One study
looked at the effect of the therapeutic relationship using the Barrett Lennard Relationship
Inventory. It researched the EPIN, which measures Empathy, Positive regard,
Incongruity, and Negative regard, to assess the quality of the therapeutic relationship.
This study shows a significant correlation between the relationship and treatment
outcome (Keijsers et al. 359-67).
Different psychoanalytical theories place different emphases on the therapeutic
relationship, but it is still important in each theory. Even in the detached neutral role of
traditional psychoanalysis, a level of trust and respect between client and therapist is
necessary. Factors that influence a good therapeutic relationship include skills such as
active listening, projecting empathy, warmth, genuineness, and caring. Some studies
show a more favorable relationship was reported with the androgynous therapist,
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regardless of the gender-role orientation of the client (Petry and Thomas 249-51). One
EAP study showed that a number of therapist and therapy factors influenced a better
therapeutic relationship, including "clients' ratings of therapist empathy, expertness,
attractiveness, and trustworthiness and, at trend level, a greater number of sessions"
(Evans-Jones, Peters, and Barker 527) . A better relationship and a greater number of
sessions with the client tended to improve the therapeutic relationship.
The relationship also allows what is commonly called re-parenting: "The original
set of I-Thou rules, which may have been badly distorted in the client's formative
relationships, are slowly relearned in the context of a long term relationship with the
therapist. Some therapists refer to this process as re-parenting" (Jones and Butman 343).
Since EAPs limit sessions to between four and eight short therapy is primarily used in
EAPs (Jacobson and Attridge 12) and would seem to have an adverse effect on the
therapeutic relationship, which can, in tum, affect therapeutic outcomes. The PCC model
might have a better chance at building good therapeutic relationships. In any instance,
good therapeutic relationships can bring positive change.
Because the therapeutic relationship is of utmost importance in bringing healing,
the study of relationships is necessary in both SRCC EAPs, and PCC programs such as
the chaplaincy model. In general, people who experience the greatest therapeutic change
will also perceive more of the four basic parts of good therapeutic relationships (Walker
and Little 516). How this relationship is established and nurtured varies by theory and
practice. Short-term relationships have proven effective; however, longer-term
relationships build better therapeutic relationships.
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Current Methods of Care and Counseling at Work
Currently four basic methods exist where employees receive care and counsel at
work. First, perhaps the most common way that employees seek advice and counsel is
through their social networks of supervisors, friends, and coworkers. Second, some large
companies still use internal EAPs hiring trained counselors to be on staff and available to
employees while they are at work. Third is a chaplaincy program where the chaplain
visits the employees on a regular basis, offering care and counseling. Fourth, most
companies now offer some type of external EAP that employees may contact, or selfrefer through a local or toll-free number at any time. Looking at these four methods of
care and counseling, their strengths and weaknesses, will help bring the complexity of the
problem into focus.

Social Support
People seeking help through friends and coworkers is prevalent primarily because
of ease of access and the trust relationships that are built over time. One recent study
found that people utilized this method 57 percent of the time (Jeremiah 51). This method,
however, introduces the most problems. First, the counsel provided seldom comes from a
trained professional and may cause more harm than good. Second, the employee may
receive conflicting advice, creating more stress. Third, the employee's problem is now
taking up the time of two or more people at work, further decreasing productivity. This
peer-to-peer counsel can also create confidentiality problems where others may share
sensitive information, causing even more stress at work. One study showed that people
who received support at home were better able to handle stressful situations, while a bad
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relationship at home aggravated the stress (Pines and Nunes 54). People experiencing
difficulties need love and support; however, they also need professional direction.
Internal EAPs
Some larger corporations still offer in-house or on-site counselors for employees.
Toyota manufacturing company is one of these organizations. In 1988, according to the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics survey, 55 percent of companies with assistance
programs had external EAPs and 44 percent internal. By 1995, just seven years later,
internal EAPs dropped to 20 percent as 80 percent of the companies offering EAPs had
external models (Csiernik, "Internal versus External Employee Assistance Programs" 112). The internal types of assistance programs have continued to lose favor in corporate
America. Matters such as the fear of lack of confidentiality with management are one of
the perceived detriments to employee in-house counselors. A 2009 study showed that
internal models also do not reach the employees family members (Jacobson and Attridge
12). The cost of hiring trained professionals who can relate to a diverse workforce often
prohibits smaller companies from implementing an in-house model. National, external
EAPs such as Ceridian' sLife W orks® began offering their clients greater economies of
scale (Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 73).
In-house programs have some advantages, however. The in-house programs offer
a greater perceived ease of access. Employees are more cognizant of help right at their
place of work. One study showed that more than two-thirds of the subjects were not sure
that they would have sought professional help if an EAP counselor were not available at
work, indicative of early intervention based on convenience and cost-effectiveness (Gaeta
60). The counselors typically understand the organizational structure and the corporate
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culture better, aiding them in their assessment of the problems. Catherine Hill, a
counselor at several hospitals, sees workplace counseling as being able to lead to better
systems of work and productivity as well as handling stress. She typically sees 3-5
percent of the employees on a self referral basis (8). Additional studies suggest that
internal EAP models provide increased numbers of face-to-face counseling sessions for
employees; however, external programs see increased numbers of family members
(Jacobson and Attridge 10).
A study in 1999 by Sharar and White compared utilization rates of in-house and
off-site EAPs and found that on-site or internal EAPs had a 2-4 percent higher utilization
rate (Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 56). If higher utilization translates to more cost
savings, this method of care might add additional cost effectiveness. Even though
employees may have some relationship with the counselor, I do not classify in-house
programs as true proactive PCC EAPs. The counselor's job is to be available to
employees and not typically to try to build relationships or look for potential problems.
For the purpose of this study, on-sight programs are still considered a self-referral
program or SRCC with greater ease of access and possibly an increase of familiarity with
the counselor. In-house models may be effective but are not able to reach the majority of
the workforce.

Corporate Chaplains
Chaplains now provide care and counseling in hospitals, sports venues, and many
governmental institutions. US Air Force Colonel G. Michael Bell states, " Perhaps the
most significant change in the military chaplaincy that has taken place in the past century
is that it is moving out of the chapel and into the workplace" (qtd in Ashley 105).
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Chaplain services are now entering the workforce in greater numbers as another
alternative to provide employee care and counseling. Some believe that workplace
chaplains can provide services that typical human resource departments or traditional
EAPs cannot (Meyer and Davis 22-26).
Chaplain services in the workplace not only provide care and counseling services
at work but typically offer at-home and hospital visits. Chaplains often visit the
employer's workplace monthly, weekly, or even daily. Chaplains try to build trust
relationships with the individual employees by regular visits. Frequency of visits also
improve ease of access for counseling assistance. Many chaplain services are available
twenty-four hours a day for emergencies and usually have no limit on the number of
visits an employee or family member may use. Like internal EAP counselors, they tend to
understand the corporate culture better than outside counselors do.
Gil Stricklin, founder of Marketplace Ministries, states, "The main advantage [to
chaplaincy] is its personal relationship versus a one 800 telephone number. Secondly
unlike many EAPs our services are proactive rather than reactive to problems" (qtd in
Blassingame 35). Although Stricklin states these items as advantages, I found little
empirical evidence to support his claim.
The other main difference is that chaplains can offer spiritual advice and counsel.
According to Ian Mitroff and Elizabeth Denton in their book A Spiritual Audit of

Corporate America, "Spirituality is one of the most important determinants of
organizational performance" (qtd in Walker 2). Abraham Maslow also recognized the
significance of spiritual values in the self-actualization process through his concept of
transcendence, which Maslow considered to be a higher form of self-actualization
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(Walker 34). Others such as Mark Sutcliffe point out, "As people spend more and more
time working, it's only natural that they seek a connection between the professional and
spiritual aspects of their lives" (1). Lauren Steele, Coca Cola's vice president of corporate
affairs, explains why they decided to hire chaplains: "We recognized that we needed to
try to deal with our employees as whole employees-bodies, mind, and soul" (qtd in
Carver 4). Since polls show that 94-96 percent of people believe in God, growing
scientific evidence exists that demonstrates that religion and spirituality are associated
with some positive health outcomes (McMinn and Campbell 151). This attitude indicates
that spirituality needs to be addressed in the workplace if it is expected to improve overall
health.
Chaplains still get called by employees or referred by supervisors; however, they
strive to develop, according to Starcher, a "ministry of presence" by being on-site and
being on call twenty-four hours a day to offer help (Starcher 17). Chaplains offer more
visits for employees, a more holistic approach, greater ease of access, and better
understanding of the local corporate culture. They also make house calls and hospital
visits, taking the care to the employee. These services combined with spiritual care and
counsel should show some increase of effectiveness. One study of approximately 1,500
discharged patients from hospitals indicated a strong desire to be visited by a chaplain; 70
percent and 81 percent thought visitation was important. In this study less than half of the
patients were visited by a chaplain (Piderman et al. 1004).
People have the perception that chaplaincy pushes religion on employees, which
is becoming a greater problem in society as it continues to diversify. Groups such as the
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American Civil Liberties Union have questioned the appropriateness of offering chaplain
services at work. Some lawsuits have been filed to curtail their work.
Corporations in the United Sates, however, are hiring chaplains at a greater rate to
help their employees with personal or religious issues. A 2002 study estimated
approximately five thousand chaplains were working in corporate America and that
number was expected to double by 2008 (Meyer and Davis 23). Two of the largest
providers of corporate chaplains are Corporate Chaplains of America and Marketplace
Chaplains USA. According to their Web sites, these top two chaplain organizations have
currently over 1,000 and 2,400 corporate chaplains employed respectively. Chaplain
services are used widely in governmental, hospital, and sports venues and are beginning
to grow in corporate America.

External EAPs
The most popular method of offering professional care and counseling in the
workplace is the external EAP, sometimes referred to as work care programs. According
to a 2009 study by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), 52 percent of
small employers (one to ninety-nine staff) offered an EAP to their organization,
compared to 76 percent for medium employers (one hundred to 499 staff) and 89 percent
of large employers (more than five hundred staff). Since 90 percent of all companies in
the US are small employers, only 40 percent of all employees in the private sector have
access to an EAP. Over 75 percent of governmental employees have EAP access
(Jacobson and Attridge 1).
External EAP programs vary a great deal in benefits provided and some have
even started offering an on-site component. SHRM provides the following definition for
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an EAP: a work-based intervention program designed to identify and assist employees in
resolving personal problems (e.g., marital, financial, or emotional problems; family
issues; substance/alcohol abuse) that may be adversely affecting the employee's
performance. Many EAPs now offer medical benefits such as direct counseling and
treatment rather than just referrals. EAP plans are usually 100 percent paid by the
employer and can include a wide array of other services, such as nurse lines, basic legal
assistance and referrals, adoption assistance, or assistance finding elder care services
("Employee Assistance Programs"). EAP services are most often available to the
employee, as well as to immediate family members or anyone living in their home.
The more traditional EAP is an SRCC self-referral system where employees have
a local or toll-free number to call if they desire help. They can usually receive basic
information over the phone. If the employee or family member needs to talk to a
counselor, the EAP either refers them to a telephone counselor or gives them names to
contact to set up an appointment. According to Richard M. Weiss the employee's
supervisors refer about 20 percent of EAP services. Often continued employment is based
on compliance to that referral (334). One study found that supervisor-referred clients
were less satisfied that self referred clients (Alexander 2675). Currently a trend is
beginning to use more web-based counseling. Most EAPs limit the number of paid
counseling appointments to four to eight visits per year.
Studies show that many employees needing help do not take advantage of the
offered EAP services. These studies show that external programs have a mean utilization
rate of only 5.4 percent with a range from 2.5 percent to only 9 percent (Csiernik,
"Internal versus External Employee Assistance Programs" 6). Employees choose not to
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use the EAP benefits for many different reasons. One study tried to determine the various
possible causes of low utilization. Directors in their study cited the following beliefs
about employees who did not use EAPs:
(a) denial of a problem or of a need for services (11 percent),
(b) feeling of self-reliance (e.g., they could handle their problems alone)
(10 percent),
(c) belief that EAP use would devalue them (e.g., seeking assistance was
disgraceful) (7 percent),
(d) belief that their EAP was for others (6 percent),
(e) fear that their EAP was not confidential (6 percent),
(f) lack of information about their EAP (6 percent),
(g) resistance to change (5 percent),
(h) perception of supervisors as unsupportive of EAP use (5 percent), and
(i) concern about their job security (5 percent). (Gerstein and Bayer 294)
They also found that supervisors and males were least likely to utilize services.
A recent study done with moderately stressed workers found that the participants'
most popular way of dealing with stress was with social support (57 percent). They chose
to talk to family members, friends, or coworkers as an effective way of relieving their
stress instead of calling the EAP provider. Approximately 22 percent of the people
studied preferred simple stress management techniques. The study shows 16 percent of
the employees preferred other techniques while 4 percent chose to do nothing about their
stress. Only 1 percent of the participants of this study used the organization's EAP
(Jeremiah 50). In addition to low utilization, another criticism of the external EAP model
is, according to Andrea K. Kirk and David F. Brown, the tendency "to ignore the role of
the workplace" when looking for causes to the behavioral problems (qtd in Weiss 335).
This criticism is likely because the company is the EAP's employer or because the EAP
is not on site to understand the corporate culture.
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One interesting advantage that external EAPs may have is the ability to match the
counselor with the counselee by demographic information. The theory is that they will
build better and faster relationships between counselor and counselee. One study by Julie
Ann Dunnwald, however, found no significant improvement in effectiveness or
satisfaction when demographics were closely matched or not (2730). Certain cultural and
language understanding are, however, very important. External EAPs are proven
effective, but too few workers are taking advantage of the services provided.
Overall Effectiveness of Workplace Care and Counseling
Almost all of the empirical data collected about the effectiveness of workplace
care and counseling is compiled on traditional external or internal EAPs. One study found
that the basic services provided by chaplains and EAP providers are the same with a few
exceptions. Their effectiveness was not compared.
This study measured the following areas of workplace chaplain counseling
sessions and compared them to the already published EAP counselor sessions. The
original Seirber EAP services study was done in 2000. Table 2.1 shows the following
comparisons of services performed by EAPs and chaplains in each category.
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Table 2.1. Comparison of Chaplain and EAP Services
Service

Chaplains

EAP

0/0

0/0

Psychological

27

37

Relationships

39

33

Children

9

6

0.46

7

Job related

3

4

Stress

4

4

Financial

3

4

Medical

15

N\A

Legal

N\A

6

Substance abuse

Source: Nimon, Philibert, and Allen 235-36.

The largest differences are that EAPs have specialists in areas such as addiction
counseling while many chaplains are not comfortable handling these issues. Chaplain
agencies will refer employees to sources of help, such as addiction counselors, when they
are not comfortable providing help. EAPs also often provide basic legal assistance.
Chaplains handle spiritual inquiries and most EAP professionals do not. Chaplains also
make hospital and home visits that are not covered services by EAPs. Because the
services rendered are similar, or covered by referral, the saving impact per intervention
should also be similar. The effectiveness studies listed should be similar when applied to
a chaplain or PCC program.
In order for EAPs, whether PCC or SRCC, to be effective, they must also have
management endorsement, labor endorsement, and strict confidentiality, including private
ease of access to assistance. The studies done on the effectiveness of EAPs are quite
varied and do not compare these types of endorsement issues. According to the Bureau of
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Labor Statistics, employers can save anywhere from $5-$16 for every dollar spent on an
EAP (Matrone 5). Other researchers have reported typical return on investment estimates
being $3 or more (up to $10) for every dollar invested in the EAP, including Dainas and
Marks, Hargrave and Hiatt, Hargrave et aI., Jorgensen, and Philips (Jacobson, Jones, and
Bowers 44-58). As reported by the APA, according to a 2006 study, EAPs can reduce
absenteeism and lateness by 10 percent and potentially boost productivity as much as 25
percent.
EAPs in general are shown to improve presenteeism as measured by absences and
lack of concentration at work. Obviously, if workers are able to concentrate on their work
more effectively, productivity and quality should improve. Several surveys found that
over 50 percent of EAPs studied improved work productivity (Richard, Emener, and
Hutchison 232). A Canadian study found that having an EAP enhanced, in order, (1)
employee well-being, (2) improved morale, (3) reduced absenteeism, (4) improved
employee relations, (5) increased productivity and (6) reduced work accidents (Keay et
aI. 68). According to a 2006 study, EAPs can reduce absenteeism and lateness by 10
percent and potentially boost productivity as much as 25 percent (Matrone 3). Helping
employees with their personal issues can, therefore, greatly affect the corporate bottom
line so that companies can expand their business, hire more workers, and improve the
quality of their products and services.
One study of in-house EAPs utilizing short-tenn therapy found that over 90
percent of subjects responded that the counseling services helped significantly in their
adjustment. More than 80 percent of the subjects identified stress, family issues, and
personal relationships as their presenting problems. Of the subjects studied 47.5 percent
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saw spirituality as very much or much of a contributing factor in their improvement.
While 43.3 percent felt that stress reduction techniques contributed very much or much to
their improvement. Spirituality was also perceived by 21.7 percent of the participants as a
not at all contributor to improvement (Gaeta 61). Of the 120 subjects in the study, 115
said they would consider using the EAP services again, or 95.8 percent. In response to the
question of whether they would have sought help if EAP counselors were not provided at
work, less than one-third responded that they would and 29 percent said they would not
(59-60).
The implications of this study of in-house counselors are clear. People who
sought counseling found the help successful. Even though the respondents found
counseling helpful, 29 percent indicated they would not have sought counseling, and 38
percent said they were not sure they would have if it were not available at work. People
seem to like the ease of accessibility. The fact that the employees have a constant
reminder of having counseling services available could also be a factor.
One study surveying an external EAP's patients revealed that of the employees
who sought help 67 percent said their problems were mostly or completely resolved
through the EAP. Over 56 percent said the EAP was extremely effective. Of the records
reviewed, 61 percent were helped on the phone with no referral. Satisfaction rates were
69 percent very satisfied and 95.5 percent of all respondents said they would return to the
EAP for services (Snyder 59-60). A similar study found that only about 25 percent were
helped by phone only, with 50 percent getting face-to-face counseling only. Again the
overwhelming response was that the counseling was helpful (Merrick et al. 89-90).
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Eugene Farrell, business manager at Axa leas, says that their clients' employees
have benefited from counseling: "Before counseling, 62 percent said their problem was
having a negative impact on their work but, after, 73 percent reported an improvement"
(qtd in Stiles et al. 18). A clinical study with a high stress group measured the effects of a
stress-management program consisting of lectures teaching stress recognition and coping
skills. The findings showed that the general health did not improve significantly in either
the control group or the stress-management group. The CES-D score, measuring
depression, showed significant reduction in the stress-management group but showed no
significant change in the control group. Stress management can reduce depression, which
is a major problem and cost. In the United States, depression alone costs some $26 billion
annually in medical care and $45-$50 billion in lost worker productivity (Matrone 2).
According to a new study by business consultant Morneau Shepell, EAPs can
reduce lost productivity costs by 25 percent. He surveyed 53,224 external EAP client
cases in 2010 looking to measure four specific outcomes: general health status, mental
health status, productivity, and absenteeism. Employees rated their mental health 15
percent higher after receiving EAP support. EAP intervention resulted in a 34 percent
reduction in costs related to lost productivity. Before EAP intervention, decreased
productivity and absence alone was costing the organizations almost $20,000 per
employee per year.
Another study conducted to measure the effect of using only e-mails to
communicate stress-management techniques showed no significant improvement in stress
levels. A slight trend toward lowering anxiety, depression, and hostility levels was
indicated. The difference, however, between the treatment group and control group was
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not statistically significant (Hoke 52). This study shows the complexity of measuring
stress management techniques and EAPs in general.
Several people have pointed out that a bias exists in some of the statistics. Many
of the researchers performing the case studies regarding EAPs may have had some vested
interest in the outcome of the study, such as being service providers. Other studies
researched only single-setting environments (Kirk and Brown 140). Conducting empirical
research regarding savings from EAPs is difficult as no two plans agree on definitions of
services. Many outside factors can also affect the health and well-being of employees.
Well-respected EAP researcher Rick Csiemik points out that "few authors have used the
same methodology or similar variables in evaluating cost-savings or program
effectiveness for EAPs yet the majority of articles on this topic herald great savings and
greater programs" ("Review" 34). Plans are dissimilar and research methods vary so the
data is still suspect.
In 2010, professor and researcher John McLeod did a major systematic review of

multiple research studies regarding the effect of workplace counseling. Almost every
study found workplace counseling effective. He categorized the research into four areas:
client satisfaction, psychological functioning, meaning of work, and work behavior.
Studies that looked at satisfaction found more than 80 percent of clients were satisfied or
highly satisfied. In fact, no studies found low levels of client satisfaction with workplace
counseling. McLeod cited over eighteen studies (238-48).
Regarding psychological symptoms and stress, McLeod found many studies of
high methodological quality indicating that workplace counseling had positive effects. In
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addition, a number of studies of low methodological quality also reported positive
impacts of workplace counseling on psychological symptoms and stress (240-41).
Regarding other psychological symptoms, McLeod found several studies that
showed positive impact on depression and anxiety reduction. Several low methodological
quality studies showed improvement in respect to self-esteem. Other high-quality studies
found beneficial impacts of counseling in relation to burnout and occupational posttraumatic stress disorder (241). The impact of workplace counseling on work attitudes
showed mixed results. These tended to be older studies. Three studies found significant
improvement, while six studies found no real effect on work attitudes (243).
McLeod found research on the effect of workplace counseling on other aspects of
work behavior, such as staff retention, productivity, and frequency of accidents. A
significant impact of counseling on staff retention was reported by several studies. Three
separate studies found reductions in accidents. Reductions in the number of disciplinary
cases were found by other studies. Improved self-rating of work performance have been
reported; however, no change in self-rated work performance following counseling, was
found in one study (243-44). Overall, workplace care and counseling is effective in
helping employees and reducing employers' costs.
Utilization
McLeod's review shows the importance as well as the complexity of workplace
counseling. In reviewing the literature, several things become evident. Researchers show
little agreement or consensus on what research methods and additional variables should
be studied. Various measurement techniques indicate that employee counseling has many
beneficial effects for the people that use the benefit. One study found that less than 35
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percent of the people that used EAP services said they would have sought counseling
help if no EAP was provided (Gaeta 60). The issue of utilization is critically important
for maximum benefit, which is why many employers and EAP providers are trying to
increase participation. They are raising the level of awareness of the benefits though
publications. They are also adding more services such as wellness, legal assistance, and
financial counseling.
Many factors tend to affect utilization. A nationwide crisis such as the 9/11
terrorist attacks increased EAP utilization at 46 percent of the programs (Merrick 44).
One study at a large university showed that when deciding about seeking counseling,
participants often made reference to factors that were either encouraging/facilitating or
discouraginglinhibiting towards the use of the university's workplace counseling service.
In general, participants were more inclined to use the workplace counseling service in the
presence of the following factors:
•

prior positive experiences of counseling/therapy;

•

a perception that confidentiality was taken seriously by the service; and/or,

•

a supportive environment either at work where colleagues often showed

interest in the participant's life and where colleagues have recommended the workplace
counseling service or at home where family members showed an interest in the client's
progress with their counseling. Most participants had optimistic expectations of
workplace counseling, and this expectation was an added encouraging factor towards
usage of the workplace counseling service (Athanasiades, Winthrop, and Gough 259-60).
Rick Csiemik points out that many intangibles exist in EAPs which makes it
difficult, or impossible, to measure when estimating true cost savings of EAPs. Many
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costs are associated with stressed out workers such as the cost of poor decision

making~

early retirements, inappropriate or extended use of supervisors' time, increased
arbitration, decreased product quality, increased customer dissatisfaction, theft, increased
hostility~ and damage to corporate image, to name a few ("Review" 32). One point of

agreement is that no savings well be generated in any of the areas if employees do not
utilize services offered.
The data supports that internal EAPs have a greater utilization rate. External
EAPs are shown to be less costly to the employer. The study suggests that the ultimate
solution for organizations to provide the best possible EAP service would be to use a
combined internal/external program (Csiernik, "Internal versus External Employee
Assistance Programs" 10). No data currently exists that shows the effectiveness of this
proposed approach. This study is designed to measure, at least in part, the difference
between a PCC, proactive (internal/external) approach, and a typical SRCC external EAP
approach.
Data shows that external EAPs are cost effective; however, the size of the
problem is so large that a more effective approach is needed. Attridge, Maiden, and
Herlihy conclude, "Forward thinking EAPs have shifted their focus from problem
resolution to a more positive, preventive approach" (11). The standard chaplain services
offer a design that might bring improvements to the effectiveness of workplace care and
counseling. This study was designed to see if a proactive approach would bring any
improvement to the current workplace care and counseling methods. Further research is
necessary, as many variables exist to be studied.
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Research Design
Since previous studies did not compare a proactive delivery method with a typical
self referral EAP this exploratory, mixed-methods research study was designed to
ascertain if a proactive care and counseling program was more or less effective than a
standard external EAP that relies on self-referral care and counseling. (Creswell 561)
Effectiveness is measured in various ways so in this study effectiveness was determined
by looking at utilization, therapist relationship, and employee opinion of satisfaction with
personal experience and cultural impact on the company. The basic research questions
are as follows:
1. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
utilization rates between the PCC and SRCC?
2. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
perceived employee satisfaction?
3. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
perceived quality of the client counselor relationship?
4. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
employers' perception of changes in the organizational culture because of the EAP?
Since no intervention was used, survey research was indicated. I designed an
instrument to survey the experiences and opinions of the employees at three companies
whose (SRCC) EAP was provided by a national insurance carrier. These survey results
were compared to responses from employees at five companies whose care and
counseling was provided by a PCC company, Corporate CAREWorks of Kentucky. A
total of 232 employees responded to the survey out of approximately 850 requests.
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CAREWorks utilizes a (PCC) method similar to that of corporate chaplain services.
Originally I originally targeted 350 respondents to get a large enough sample to reduce
the margin of error (Niles). Unfortunately several companies contacted could not
participate.
N onprobability sampling was used to select the CAREW orks clients. Of the
twenty available CAREWorks clients I have direct contact with seven of them, so they
were eliminated. Of the thirteen remaining companies, five were chosen for their ease of
access and demographic mix. The insurance company's clients were chosen to have a
similar number of employees and mix of white collar and blue collar employees to the
CAREW orks group to improve the comparative results.
A cross-sectional survey design was utilized measuring beliefs and opinions of
the two basic groups on their experience over the last twelve months with their employee
care and counseling program. The survey was sent electronically to all of the employees
at the selected companies using a major Web program. A follow-up e-mail was sent as a
reminder to increase responses.
As the literature indicates gender may influence utilization of EAP benefits. This
survey included personal demographic questions to measure any effect that these features
may have on the study. The survey also included questions to discover how often the
employees used the benefit and their opinions about the perceived satisfaction of care and
counseling services rendered. Lastly~ the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory-64 was
used to measure EPIN also referred to as Empathy, Regard, Congruence, and
Unconditionality of the therapist relationship.
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Summary

The literature available to review for workplace care and counseling focused
mainly on external EAPs using a self-referral system. Literature also covered, to a lesser
degree, chaplain programs that utilize a proactive on-site approach. The research showed
various trends and gaps in information. First, more and more companies are offering
some type of care and counseling program to their employees. Most of these programs
consist of external EAPs. Second, as McLeod showed in his review, EAPs or workplace
counseling in general is shown to be effective in helping employees with their problems.
Third, EAPs are shown to be effective in reducing overall employer costs through things
such as staff retention, lower accidents, and lower health costs (245). Fourth, companies
are looking for more effective ways to help their employees reduce stress and reduce
company costs. This need for cost savings led to many different services being offered
and new partnerships such as the addition of wellness companies to the typical EAP
(Richard, Emener, and Hutchison 31). Fifth, more companies are beginning to utilize the
services of corporate chaplains. Sixth, little or no research has been done on the
difference of overall effectiveness of services that utilize a self-referral approach in
providing workplace care and counseling and the more proactive approach to care and
counseling as provided by workplace chaplains.
A great deal of research is available on the effectiveness of the traditional external
EAP however, not all of the studies are of high quality (McLeod 238-48). Further, the
bias of some studies was questioned by many. As late as 2007, the Employee Assistance
Society of America had their keynote speaker state that no hard research exists showing
that "real EAPs" were effective and more research was needed (Weiss 333).
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The literature exploring the effectiveness of the different types of care and
counseling in the workplace is complex and confusing, making the research more
difficult. None of the care and counseling programs are exactly alike. Although both
chaplain services and external EAPs are generally believed to be effective in helping
employees, I found no direct comparison of effectiveness of a PCC model typically
utilized by chaplain services and the SRCC model typically used by external EAPs in the
literature. This gap in the research necessitated a quantitative study to begin to fill in the
missing information.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
North America has a very stress-filled society that is causing health problems,
relational issues, and various mental disorders. These issues are destroying families,
interrupting work, and costing employers millions of dollars in treatment and lost
productivity. To remedy this situation, companies began offering employee assistance
programs. These programs help employees cope with their issues by providing
professional care and counseling to employees and their families. Companies are
continually looking for better ways to provide workplace care and counseling services. In
order to ascertain what methodology or services would improve workplace care and
counseling, additional research is needed.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of a
proactive care and counseling PCC program and a self-referral care and counseling
SRCC program by measuring perceived satisfaction, utilization rates, counselor
relationship, and impact on workplace culture by surveying employees and employers
that have access to these benefits. I surveyed employees using external EAP programs
provided by insurance companies and CAREWorks clients at small to medium-sized
companies in Lexington, Kentucky.

Research Questions
The following research questions ascertained the overall effectiveness of
workplace care and counseling. I designed a survey to answer these questions so a
comparison could be made between a self-referral delivery system and a proactive care
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and counseling model. The four factors that were measured were utilization, satisfaction,
both employee and employer, culture change, and counselor relationships through the
following research questions:
1. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
utilization rates between the PCC and SRCC?
2. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
perceived employee satisfaction?
3. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
perceived quality of the client-counselor relationship?
4. What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the
employers' perception of changes in the organizational culture because of the EAP?
An important consideration of overall effectiveness is whether employees utilize

the benefits of care and counseling. If the employee does not use the program, neither the
employee nor the company achieves any benefit. Because estimations show that each
year, more than one out of every seven employees is faced with personal problems that
seriously affect his or her job performance (Meyer and Davis 22), employers need to
reach those employees. The survey asked utilization questions of the PCC and SRCC
groups to ascertain if utilization was higher in one type of program over than the other.
Higher utilization in one setting, could indicate a greater benefit to the employers and
employees.
In order to measure overall effectiveness, the survey asked the employees'
perception of the service provided. Satisfaction levels indicate whether the care and
counseling provided was perceived as helpful to the employees. Timeliness and
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professionalism was also included under the area of satisfaction. Differences of
satisfaction between PCC and SRCC could then be compared.
Another indication of effectiveness is the quality of the relationship between the
counselor and the counselee. Relationships are important to the outcome of the
counseling provided. If differences exist in the therapeutic relationship between the two
groups, they could indicate a difference in overall effectiveness of the plan.
Population and Participants

Over 850 employees working for eight different small to midsized companies in
the Lexington, Kentucky area made up the subject group. All eight companies offered
workplace care and counseling programs for their employees. Five companies used a
PCC program provided by CAREW orks of Kentucky to offer the care and counseling
benefits, and three of the companies used an SRCC program provided by various
.

.

Insurance companIes.
The CAREW orks client list provided the companies utilized in this study. I used
companies where I had no individual relationship to avoid any personal bias. These
companies were also chosen to represent a diverse demographic from the area. I selected
the companies using SRCC EAPs to have a similar demographic makeup to the
CAREWorks companies to increase the validity of the study.
I sent surveys to all employees at the twelve different companies. I used an
internet survey system where possible. Participation in the survey overall was
approximately 27 percent. This percentage varied considerably by company. The
breakdowns of the actual respondents are shown in Chapter 4.
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Design of the Study
This exploratory mixed-methods research study (Creswell 561) was designed to
ascertain if a proactive care and counseling program was more or less effective than a
standard external EAP that relies on self-referral care and counseling. Effectiveness was
determined by looking at the employee utilization of the services, the employees' opinion
of their personal experience, and their feelings about the therapist relationship over the
past twelve months. I also asked questions of the employers to determine their opinion of
effectiveness. I developed survey questions to measure the satisfaction and utilization
areas while the therapeutic relationship section was measured using the standard BLRI.
After the I completed the survey, I chose, twelve companies in the Lexington,
Kentucky, area to approach for the survey. Permission was gained by the companies'
owners at eight of these companies to survey their employees in regards to their
experiences with their companies' EAPs (see Appendix D). With the companies'
permission, I sent the survey electronically (where possible) to all employees of the
companies involved. I included a cover letter with the purpose of the study and detailed
instructions (see Appendix E). I guaranteed confidentially to the participants. I gave the
employees approximately three weeks to complete the survey and reminded them one
week prior to the deadline to try to increase the response rate to the survey.
The employees completed their responses through the Internet service. The
service collected and categorized all of the responses. I compared the answers for the
participants of the PCC and the SRCC. I did analysis using descriptive statistics on each
area to detennine if demographic characteristics had any influence on the three employee
research questions.
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Instrumentation
The Effectiveness Survey consists of eighty-eight questions and was given to both
SRCC and PCC groups (see Appendix C). Similar surveys found in the literature
provided a guide to the questions. Four basic parts made up the survey. One section
included demographic questions to determine if age, sex, race, faith, income, family
characteristics, or education levels would have any impact on the preferred type of
workplace care and counseling provided. Another section asked questions to measure the
utilization levels of the two types of workplace care and counseling. A third section
measured overall satisfaction with services received. The fourth section of the survey
used the standard sixty-four question Barrett Lennard Relationship Inventory. The BLRI
instrument measures the therapeutic relationship between the employee and counselor. I
included another section just for employers to measure their responses to perceived
effectiveness and culture impact.
The basic demographic instrument consisted of nine questions regarding age,
gender, race, education, faith, income, marital status, and household makeup. These
questions were used to make sure that they did not skew the primary research on the
worksite care and counseling methods of PCC and SRCC. They were also used to
determine if different demographics would influence utilization or satisfaction with either
the PCC or SRCC methods.
The researcher-designed portion of the instrument contained questions about
utilization and opinion of satisfaction with the services provided. Questions one through
nine were used to answer the first research question about utilization. Five questions were
simple yes or no questions, three with additional clarification. Three questions asked for a
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five-point, Likert-type scale response, and one, a simple question concerning perceived
stress.
Questions ten through fifteen addressed the second research questions regarding
employee perception of satisfaction or usefulness of the benefit provided. Likert-type
scale questions were used like: How satisfied were you with the counsel you received?
And, How satisfied were you with the counselors availability. The same questions were
given to employees working at the companies using an SRCC program and the PCC
program. To address the fourth research question, two questions measured the employers'
perception of effectiveness of their EAP programs.
The third research question regarding the therapeutic relationship was measured
by the BLRI. The BLRI has a long history of use in counseling and has a high reliability.
It was developed to measure the four main components of a helping relationship

determined by Carl Rogers. The BLRI uses sixty-four statements and a six-point, Likerttype scale response. It has statements such as, "My counselor respects me as a person, or,
"My counselor wants me to be a certain kind of person." Alternatively, "I seem to irritate
or bother my counselor." Responses to statements like these measured the level of regard,
empathic understanding, congruence, and unconditionality of regard. There are sixteen
questions that measure each of the four components (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. BLRI Question Breakout
Component

Question #

Regard

1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,33,37,41,45,53,57,61

Congruence

4,8,12,16,20,24,28,32,36,40,44,48,52,56,60,64

Uncondi ti onali ty

3,7,11,15,19,23,27,31,35,39,43,47.51, 55, 59, 63

Empathy

2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50 54, 58, 62
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Pilot Test and Expert Review
To make sure the researcher-developed survey had validity. I sent it to a group of
experts in the field of surveys and EAPs. The five individuals included a director of an
EAP, therapists at EAPs, and experts in questionnaires. I sent the panel the survey
questions to review (see Appendix A). I asked if they thought the questions were easy to
understand to increase reliability. I asked them if the questions would measure utilization
and satisfaction and what if any corrections or additions they would make. I reviewed
their responses and suggestions for wording changes and made minor changes. This
review increased validity.
In addition, I conducted a pilot test. I sent the survey to a small group of twenty

people who I selected to double-check the reliability and the length of the instrument.
Eleven of the individuals responded of which six people had used counseling services.
This group consisted of individuals whom I knew who had used EAP services in the past.
I asked them if the questions were understandable and if they would suggest any changes
(see Appendix B). The only change requested repeatedly was a shorter survey. Average
time to complete the entire survey was approximately fifteen minutes. Employees who
had not used the counseling services only had to answer the first eighteen questions.
Variables
The main variables measured were the effects of the presence of PCC and SRCC
workplace care and counseling programs. Other variables were total scores on the
attitudes and opinions questionnaire as well as the BLRI.
Intervening variables were the individual counselors used by the employees to
receive help. In the case of the CAREWorks clients, one counselor was predominately
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responsible for all of the interventions. How likeable or unlikable, how professional or
unprofessional that person was could skew the results. The BLRI was used to help
quantify this variable. For the purpose of this study, I detennined that all of the
professionals used were relatively similar in expertise.
The services offered by the two EAPs were not identical. CAREWorks offers
additional benefits such as house calls and hospital visitation. The insurance companyprovided EAP offers services such as help with minor legal issues. I focused on the
counseling provided to help eliminate the effect of other services.
The demographic makeup of PCC and SRCC was a concern. Variables of income
level, age, gender, and education could skew the results. The statistical analysis for each
category helped control these variables. One study found that the amount of EAP
promotion within the company had an effect on the utilization levels (Azzone 352).
One concern was to obtain a statistically significant population for each group to
represent the greater population. The questionnaire was kept as short as possible and the
questions were closed-ended to help increase the response rate. I also included a chance
to win a gift certificate and reminded employees of the return deadline to help increase
response rate.

Reliability and Validity
The instruments used were designed to be valid and reliable. Validity means that
the instrument measures what it is intended to measure. Reliability means little or no
measurement error.
The BLRI has a long history of validity and reliability. The BLRI has been
studied at length. It is a standard for measuring the therapeutic relationship. A test-retest
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study done on the BLRI, showed that an 80-90 percent reliability factor exists (Mills and
Zytowski 193-97 see Table 3.2).

Table 3.2. Test-Retest Reliability of the Relationship Inventory Subtests

Subtest

Form mo
(n = 79)

Form os
(n= 79)

Barrett-Lennard
Data (n not reported)

Level of regard

.86

.74

.84

Accurate empathy

.84

.90

.89

Congruence

.87

.88

.86

Unconditionality of
regard

.80

.80

.90

Split half studies showed. 75 to .91 reliability and internal consistency in the .80
and .90 range as well. As one researcher said, "The mass of literature on this measure, on
the whole, supports the validity of this measure, including its face validity and factor
structure. Less evidence for convergent validity was found" (Cahill et al. 98). 1. Cahill et
al. call the four measured subsets the factor structure. The weight of evidence shows the
BLRI to be a reliable and valid instrument.
The demographic questions were taken from sample census questionnaires. This
method is a proven way of obtaining the results desired. I could use this data to break out
the responses to measure for influence of demographics on my study. The reliability
should be extremely high.
The researcher-designed survey questions were based on questions used in similar
research. I also asked experts in the EAP field to review the questionnaire. This review
was done to make sure the questions were measuring the perceived satisfaction and
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utilization that we wanted to measure (i.e., validity). I also used a small pilot test group to
make sure the questions were understandable and would be consistently understood.
Data Collection

In order for this research to be meaningful, watching for a number of items during
the data collection process was necessary. Selecting the population, gaining pennission,
and getting the response necessary were particularly important. Making sure that all of
the employees had equal opportunity to participate was also a challenge. Some
employees had less access to computers than other employees which may have skewed
the results.
This research needed to compare the difference between a PCC method and a
SRCC method of providing care and counseling in the workplace. To have everything
else the same in the plan would increase the credibility. This way I would be sure I was
not measuring the difference in people selected or in the counselors used. Unfortunately,
in EAPs two groups are never exactly alike.
The CAREW orks model was chosen because it offers many of the same care and
counseling services as a typical insurance company-provided EAP. I eliminated any
company where I had any direct contact. From the remaining companies, I selected five
that were small to medium in size and had different demographics to get a broad
spectrum of employees in the Lexington, Kentucky, area. The demographics I considered
consisted of a mix of male and female employees, white and blue collar workers, with a
range of income levels and occupations. I also wanted to get a large enough group to be
statistically representative. I wanted to provide surveys to at least eight hundred
employees.
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After the selection of these three CAREW orks companies, I went to a local
benefits provider and asked if they would let me survey some of their clients who had
similar demographics to the CAREWorks client companies. I obtained a list of
companies that all offered EAP benefits. I did not want to interject other variables so I
tried to keep provider services offered alike. I then began to contact the companies on the
list to request permission to survey their employees. I sent a letter outlining my project,
asking permission to survey the employees and guaranteeing confidentiality (see
Appendix E). The permission gathering was done approximately one month prior to
sending the surveys out to the individual employees.
I was careful to approach companies with similar demographics, so I would not
just be measuring preferences of a particular group. The process of matching
demographics was done to help eliminate any extraneous variables that different
populations might cause. For instance, studies have shown that females are more likely to
utilize EAP benefits and have a higher satisfaction rate (Macri 49). I did realize that some
bias was interjected by contacting only the recommended companies from both groups. I
assumed that both groups would probably offer the companies that they considered would
likely give them the best review.
When approval was secured from the employers, I asked if the company would
send out the survey request. The participating companies all agreed to send out the survey
request, so I did not have any employee information. Where no e-mail address was
available, I prepared hard copies of the survey to deliver. No surveys were conducted by
hard copy.
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To reach the most employees, I decided to use the online service Survey Monkey.
This service also helped keep the infonnation confidential. I uploaded the survey
questions to Survey Monkey and obtained a separate license key for each participating
company. I sent out the survey to the companies and allowed three weeks to return the
survey. Two weeks after the initial survey was sent, I contacted the companies involved
and requested that they send an e-mail to remind employees of the approaching deadline
to return the surveys.
The final participants were any of the employees who decided to participate in the
survey, 232 in all. Survey Monkey collected all of the data sent to them electronically. I
did not receive any hard copies of the survey. I downloaded the data for analysis. I then
sent a thank-you letter to all of the participating companies.

Data Analysis
In this exploratory, mixed-methods study, I followed a protocol of descriptive

statistics to detennine correlations and relationships of utilization, counselor relationship,
and satisfaction to detennine overall effectiveness between the two major types of care
and counseling surveyed. Data was therefore broken out by PCC and SRCC groups to
calculate the differences. Data was also broken out by company and by demographic
categories to show differences in effectiveness, utilization, and counselor relationship by
various groupings. Relationships were reflected in the analysis.
An independent t-test was used on each survey grouping. The t-test compares the
mean scores for both groups PCC and SRCC for each research question. This analysis
allowed me to compare the difference in utilization, satisfaction, and in therapeutic
relationship of each group.
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I also performed an analysis of variance. This analysis allowed me to measure
how independent variables interacted. For instance, how men and women differ on each
of the research questions measured. This test checked for other variables that could have
influenced the study. Other tests such as the Analysis of covariance (ANCOV A) and the
Pearson chi-square analysis were preformed.
Ethical Procedures

Ethical concerns are always important in a research study. I collected some very
personal data. I asked for information about age, income, education, as well as the
existence of mental health issues.
I protected the participants' information in many ways throughout this research.
Participants received a cover letter explaining the study. The cover letter, as seen in
Appendix E, reviewed with the employees the surveys contents and how much time it
would take and offered assurance that the study meets all requirements to ensure their
privacy. The survey, seen in Appendix C, asked questions that were relevant to the
research study. Each question was associated with one of the three parts of the research
question. I asked a limited number of demographic questions.
To protect the anonymity of the participants, no additional personal information
was collected. Participants were not asked for their names, addresses, phone numbers, or
any other personal identifiers except by Survey Monkey to award the gift certificate.
Participants were never asked to identify their places of employment. All information
was completely confidential. I never had access to a list of e-mail addresses to help
ensure the privacy of the participants of the study. If a hard copy survey was used the
survey was destroyed immediately after putting the data into Survey Monkey. Informed
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consent was the respondents' acceptance of taking the survey. This consent was clearly
stated in the cover letter and instructions. Additionally, all infonnation that participants
provided is completely confidential. Participants were directed not to provide any
identifying infonnation.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose

North America has a very stress-filled society that is causing health problems,
relational issues, and various mental disorders. These issues are destroying families,
interrupting work, and costing employers millions of dollars in treatment and lost
productivity. To remedy this situation, companies began offering employee assistance
programs. These programs help employees cope with their issues by providing
professional care and counseling to employees and their families. Companies are
continually looking for better ways to provide workplace care and counseling services. In
order to ascertain what methodology or services would improve workplace care and
counseling, additional research is needed.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of a
proactive care and counseling PCC program and a self-referral care and counseling
SRCC program by measuring perceived satisfaction, utilization rates, counselor
relationship and impact on corporate culture, by surveying employees and employers that
have access to these benefits. I surveyed employees using external EAP programs
provided by an insurance company and CAREWorks clients at small to medium-sized
companies in Lexington, Kentucky.
Participants

Participants came from the eight companies that agreed to participate in the
survey. These companies all offer some type of EAP benefit to their employees. Five of
the companies utilize CAREW orks as their provider and three of the companies used
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insurance-carrier EAP programs. These companies represented the construction industry,
health-related fields, financial industries, and other service industries.
The total sample of 232 employees included 125 men and 107 women from the
eight different companies. The SRCC companies were represented by eighty seven
employees and the PCC companies 145. Their mean age was 40.38 years (SD = 11.16).
The sample mostly identified as White/Caucasian (n = 217; 93.5 percent), with three
Black/African American participants (1.3 percent), two Asian participants (0.9 percent),
two Hispanic participants (0.9 percent), five biracial participants (2.2 percent), and three
choosing not to respond (1.3 percent).
Regarding family life, marital status was more diverse with a slight majority
being marriedfor the first time (i.e., in their first marriage; n = 123,53.0 percent). In
addition, 15.9 percent were remarried after divorce or death of a spouse (n = 37), 12.1
percent were currently divorced (n = 28, 12.1 percent), and 11.6 percent were never

married (n = 27). On average, participants had 2.82 individuals living in their homes,
with the majority having two (n = 85, 36.6 percent), three (n = 49, 21.1 percent), and four
(n = 42, 18.1 percent) persons in their homes. When asked about their faith experiences,
the majority of participants indicated they were Christian Protestants (n = 144, 62.0
percent), with a smaller group indicating Christian Catholic (n = 50, 21.6 percent). In
response to the faith question (n = 34, 14.7 percent) said faith is not applicable (see Table
4.1).
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Table 4.1. Frequencies and Percentages for Personal Characteristics (N=232)
Personal Characteristics Reported

n

0/0

Race/Ethnicity
217

93.5

Black!African American

3

1.3

Asian

2

0.9

Hispanic

2

0.9

Biracial

5

2.2

No Response

3

1.3

123

53.0

Remarried after divorce or death of a spouse

37

15.9

Divorced

28

12.1

Never married

27

11.6

Widowed

4

1.7

Separated

2

0.9

1 person

26

11.2

2 persons

85

36.6

3 persons

49

21.1

4 persons

42

18.1

5 persons

18

7.8

6 persons

8

3.4

7 persons

2

0.9

9 persons

2

0.9

144

62.0

Christian Catholic

50

21.6

Not applicable

34

14.7

White/Caucasian

Marital status
Married for the first time

Number living in household

Faith experience
Christian Protestant

0.4

Jewish
Muslim

1

0.4

OtherlNot answered

2

0.8
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This sample also reported on several socioeconomic factors. The majority had
college experience including graduating from graduate school (n = 32; 13.8 percent),
graduating from college (n = 121; 52.2 percent), or completing some college (n = 43;
18.5 percent). The largest percentage of those surveyed had an annual household income
between $50,000 and $99,999 (n = 106; 45.7 percent); 30.2 percent had an income over
$100,000 (n = 70); the majority were considered salaried employees (n = 155; 66.8
percent). Nearly 75 percent of the sample reported owning their own home (n = 173,74.6
percent; See Table 4.2.)
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Table 4.2. Frequencies and Percentages for Socioeconomic Characteristics (N=232)
Socioeconomic

n

0/0

32

13.8

121

52.2

Some college

43

18.5

Graduated from high school

24

10.3

2

0.9

10

4.3

6

2.6

$25,000-$49,999

36

15.5

$50,000-$74,999

54

23.3

$75,000-$99,999

52

22.4

$100,000-$124,999

28

12.1

$125,000- or more

42

18.1

Prefer not to answer

14

6.0

1 person

26

11.2

2 persons

85

36.6

3 persons

49

21.1

4 persons

42

18.1

5 persons

18

7.8

6 persons

8

3.4

7 persons

2

0.9

9 persons

2

0.9

Live with others

6

2.6

Own

173

74.6

Rent

53

22.8

6

2.6

Hourly

71

30.6

Salaried

155

66.8

Characteristic

Educational level
Completed graduate school
Graduated from college

Less than high school diploma
TradeN ocational school
Annual household income
$0-$24,999

Number living in household

Housing situation

Payroll calculation
Commission
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In tenns of personal well-being, participants on average described their physical
health as being between moderately healthy and very healthy (M = 3.42; SD = .78). Their
reported stress level was fairly low as well, with the average falling between somewhat
stressed and stressed (M

=

2.67; SD = 1.05). As a result, only 29.3 percent of the sample

(n = 68) reported having experienced a problem in the last twelve months for which they
would have liked to receive guidance or counseling. Participants indicated some desire to
be able to discuss faith issues in relation to their employee assistance programs, with the
average response falling between somewhat important and important (M = 2.68; SD =
1.42).

Research Question #1
In order to detennine the effectiveness of the PCC and the SRCC programs I first
looked at the overall utilization levels. The first question explored is the following: What
is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the utilization rates
between the PCC and SRCC? The utilization of one program more frequently than the
other would indicate a higher overall effectiveness.
Utilization is the amount of employees or family members actually making use of
the counseling services during the last twelve months. Using a Pearson chi-square
analysis, a significant difference in utilization rates between those with a self-referral
EAP, and those with a proactive, CAREWorks model was indicated (i [8]

=

30.17; p <

.001). In fact, only one of the eighty-seven employees with a self-referral EAP utilized
the services (1.1 percent), whereas, forty-nine of the 145 with a proactive EAP did so
(33.7 percent). The number of times these services were used was significantly different
between the two groups, with self-referred EAP employees using services a mean of 1.00
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(SD = .00) times and proactive EAP employees using these a mean of 3.15 times (SD =
1.90; t [39]

= -1.12; p = .271; see Table 4.3).

Table 4.3. Frequencies and Percentages for Utilization of EAPs
Proactive EAP

Self-Referral EAP
Number of Times EAP Utilized

0

n

0/0

94.25

92

63.45

l.15

8

5.52

n

0/0

82

2

0

13

8.97

3

0

3

2.07

4

0

6

4.14

5

0

3

2.07

6

0

6

4.14

7

0

0

8

0

1

0.69

Not reported

4

13

8.97

4.60

A Pearson chi-square analysis also showed no differences in utilization rates
between men and women (i [2]

=

4.20; p < .122; see Table 4.4). Men and women were

equally as likely to make use of these services. However, stress level was found to be
significantly related to utilization of services (t [219]

=

-3.52; p

=

.001). As reported on a

five-point Likert scale ranging from not stressed (1) to extremely stressed (5) those who
utilized these employer-provided programs reported much higher stress (M

= 3.09~

SD

=

1.11) over the past twelve months than did those not using the programs (M = 2.53; SD =
1.00),
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Table 4.4 Utilization of Both EAPs by Gender
Utilized Program

Did Not Utilize Program

Not Reported

Gender
n

n

n

0/0

Male

24

19.20

93

74.40

8

6.40

Female

31

29.00

73

68.22

3

2.80

0/0

0/0

To ascertain why utilization might vary, the survey asked reasons why
participants would choose not to use the EAP or CAREW orks program. Of the
participants, only 15.9 percent reported having a given reason for not using their
CAREW orks or employee assistance program when they had experienced a need. Of
these, the primary rationale cited included concerns about confidentiality (n = 4; 10
percent), concerns about the EAP being a work-related resource (n = 4; 10 percent),
preferring other resources (n = 8; 20 percent), and not knowing or remembering about the
programs (n = 17; 42.5 percent). A few others commented that they were not comfortable
with the religious focus (n = 3; 7.5 percent), they do not share personal concerns with
others (n = 2; 5 percent), they were unemployed at the time (n = 2; 5 percent), and/or
their concerns were not that important (n = 2; 5 percent; see Figure 4.1).
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Unemployed
5%

Concerns Not
Im portant
5%

Confiden t iality

Co ncern s

\

Work-Relat ed
Resource

Reluctan ce to
Share
~

/ 1 0%

5%
Religious Focus

7%

Figure 4.1. Reasons for not seeking assistance through EAPs.

Among employees not using employer-provided counseling services, no
significant difference in the number of people by EAP type was found who report a
particular reason for not seeking care

ct [2]

=

1.34; p

=

.511). Those with self-referral

EAPs (n = 17; 19.54 percent) were just as likely to report such a reason as were those
with proactive EAPs (n = 20; 13.79 percent). However, a significant difference was found
in how many employees were aware of this resource for assistance through their
employers

ct [8] = 58.87, p < .00 I). Approximately half of the employees with a self-

referral EAP (n = 45; 51.72 percent) reported being aware of this resource, yet nearly all
of those with a proactive EAP (n = 133; 91.72 percent) were aware.
Despite this difference in utilization, no differences were reported in physical
health or stress level between employees with self-referred EAPs and those with
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proactive EAPs. Physical health was rated moderately (3) to very healthy (4) on a fivepoint Likert scale by both groups, with mean ratings of 3.51 (SD = .78) for those with
self-referred EAPs and 3.37 (SD = .78) for those with proactive EAPs ( t [230] = l.33;p
= .185). Stress levels were rated somewhat low, between somewhat stressed (2) and
stressed (3) on a five-point Likert scale, by both groups. Those with self-referred EAPs

gave a mean rating of 2.58 (SD = 1.06), and those with proactive EAPs a mean rating of
2.72 (SD = 1.05) with no significant difference between the two groups (t [219]

=

-1.00;

p = .317).

Research Question #2
The second approach to detennine effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC programs
is through overall satisfaction levels. If employees are not satisfied with their care and
counseling program, it will likely not have effective results. To look at this area I used the
following research question: What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as
indicated by the perceived employee satisfaction?
Satisfaction is the employees' opinion of the counseling services available,

including counselor professionalism and ease of access. An overall satisfaction score was
computed across all items asking for level of satisfaction based on a five-point Likert
scale ranging from very dissatisfied (1) to very satisfied (5). Employees with self-referred
EAPs (n=83) reported being less satisfied with their EAP (M = 3.49; SD = l.10) than did
those with proactive EAPs (M = 4.20; SD

=

1.04; t [219]

=

-4.74; p < .001). Counselor

satisfaction could not be compared since only one SRCC person reported (see Table 4.5).
No data is shown where only the one person responded.
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Table 4.5. Means and Standard Deviations for Satisfaction with EAPs
Self-Referred EAP
(n = 83)

How satisfied are you with ...

Proactive EAP
(n = 138)

df

t

M

SO

M

SO

3.94

1.10

4.20

1.04

-4.81

219**

the counsel you received?

4.12

1.16

-1.03

82

your counselor overall?

4.26

1.12

-1.11

82

the counselor's professionalism?

4.36

1.10

-1.23

82

the counselor's availability?

4.17

1.06

-1.09

81

your employer provided (CAREWorks)
or (EAP) employee assistance program?

** P < .001

I used a univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determined if gender was
related to perceived satisfaction within the two employee assistance models. No main
effect for gender was found with men (M = 3.90; SD

=

1.12) and women (M = 3.92; SD

= 1.05) reporting similar levels of satisfaction (F [1, 217]

=

.000; P = .995; see table 4.6).

Table 4.6. Gender Means and Standard Deviations for EAP Satisfaction
Gender
Men
Women

Self-Referred EAP
SO
M
3.48
1.11
(n = 46)
3.49
1.10
(n = 37)

Proactive EAP
M
SO
4.17
1.05
(n = 71)
4.17
0.95
(n = 67)

A main effect for type of employee assistance program existed, with those
employees having proactive EAPs (M = 4.17; SD = 1.05) were more greatly satisfied
than those having self-referred EAPs (M

=

3.48; SD

=

1.10; F [1,217]

=

22.09;p <

.001). No interaction between type of EAP and gender was found (F [1, 217]
.984; see Figure 4.2).

=

.000; P =
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Figure 4.2. Satisfaction with EAPs by gender and type of EAP.

Research Question #3
The third approach measured effectiveness through counselor relationship. Since
good counselor relationships are important to outcomes, I developed the following
research question: What is the effectiveness of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated
by the perceived quality of the client-counselor relationship? Unfortunately, a
comparison could not be done between the two models.
Counselor relationship was detennined by measuring the counselor's empathy,
positive regard, congruence, and unconditionality of regard toward the patient as
measured by the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory. Because none of the employees
with self-referred EAPs answered the BLRI questions (i.e., only one of them had sought
counseling through their program), no comparative analyses between the two groups
could be conducted. Employees with proactive EAPs who sought care (n = 49) reported
moderately high levels of perceived quality in their client-counselor relationships. The
mean empathy rating, showing the extent to which the therapist experiences an emotional
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understanding of the clients internal frame of reference, was 4.89 (SD

=

.80) which falls

just under Yes, [feel it is true. Slightly lower, the congruence rating, showing consistency
between the therapist's awareness and his or her communication, perceived as sincerity
was 4.56 (SD

=

.61), falling between Yes, I feel it is probably true and Yes, I feel it is

true. Slightly higher, the positive regard rating, measuring the level of the counselor's
acceptance of the client displaying willingness to listen without interrupting or judging,
was 5.14 (SD = .78), falling just above Yes, I feel it is true. Unconditionality, showing the
extent to which the counselor shows basic acceptance and support of the person
regardless of what the person says or does, was rated the lowest of all, with a mean of
4.26 (SD

=

.69), which is just above Yes, I feel it is probably true.

A repeated measures ANOVA found a significant main effect across the ratings of
these four counseling relationship quality components (F [3. 141]

=

50.98; p < .001).

Using post-hoc dependent samples t-tests, each component's rating was significantly
different from the others. Employees who used the counselor benefit reported a
difference between each of the four variables of the BLRI -64. All reports regarding
counselor interaction were from the PCC companies (see Table 4.7).
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Table 4.7. Means and Standard Deviations for Counselor Relationship Quality
Ratings (n = 49)
BLRI-Significance of Difference with
Empathy
M

Unconditionality

Congruence

SD
t

Regard

5.14

.78

Empathy

4.89

.80

Congruence

4.56

.61

Unconditionality

4.26

.69

5.18

df
48**

t

df

df

t

9.81

48**

8.60

48**

5.45

48**

7.51

47**

3.53

47**

** p < .001

A univariate analysis of covariance was employed to examine the effects of stress
level and type of EAP on satisfaction with counseling. Again, a main effect was found for
type of EAP, with those employees having proactive EAPs (M = 4.17; SD
more greatly satisfied than were those having self-referred EAPs (M
[1, 218]

=

=

=

1.05) were

3.48; SD

=

1.10; F

25.31; p < .001). A main effect was also found for reported stress level (F [1,

218] = 9.58; p = .002). Using a Pearson product moment correlation analysis, stress level
was negatively related to satisfaction with counseling (r = -.18; p

=

.007). As stress level

increases, individuals tend to report less satisfaction.
Research Question #4
The fourth way to determine effectiveness in this study was through employers
opinion of effectiveness, I used the following research question: What is the effectiveness
of the PCC and SRCC models as indicated by the employers' perception of changes in
the organizational culture because of the EAP? To measure their perception, the eight
companies that participated were asked the following questions: (1) What is your opinion
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of the effectiveness of your EAP program? and, (2) Do you see any change in your
corporate culture as a result of your EAP program?
The answers received varied from company to company. No company was willing
to say the EAP program changed corporate culture. On average the PCC companies had a
higher opinion of the effectiveness of the benefit. While all companies thought that the
EAP was helpful, the PCC companies used language such as it is one of the most

valuable benefits, or our employees get along better because of the program. The SRCC
groups commented that the benefit is helpful or a nice addition to our other benefits.
Although these responses are subjective, the company representatives obviously believe
that a bigger benefit exists by having the PCC model.
Summary of Major Findings
This study attempted to measure the difference of effectiveness between proactive
PCC and self-referral SRCC programs. Effectiveness was measured by differences in
utilization of the program, perceived satisfaction levels, counselor relationship, and
employer opinion. Three of the four areas showed measured differences, resulting in five
major findings:
•

PCC participants were much more aware of the benefit (91.7 percent versus

51. 7 percent),
•

PCC had a much higher utilization rate (33.8 percent versus 1.15 percent),

•

PCC participants used the benefit multiple times (three times on average),

•

PCC had a higher satisfaction rate with both men and women (4.17 versus

3.49 on the five-point Likert scale),
•

PCC employers overall felt more favorably toward the program.
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These five major findings indicate that the pee program is more effective than the
program in both utilization and satisfaction.

SRee
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
The North American society is very stressful. People are constantly dealing with
personal problems that affect their work and family life. Stress causes health problems,
increases accidents, diminishes mental functions, and degrades relationships (Richard,
Emener, and Hutchison 69). One of the most impactful ministries the church can have is
to meet people where they work and offer employee assistance, counseling, and
coaching. Corporations need to detennine the most effective method of offering care and
counseling to the people in corporate America.
I have chosen to look specifically at the issue of the importance of building
relationships in order to become proactive in offering care. I believe that this study found
that a more proactive approach has a positive effect on the alleviation of personal issues.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the overall utilization, perceived satisfaction,
impact on workplace culture, and quality of a therapeutic relationship in proactive care
and counseling program, using CAREWorks clients, and a self-referral care and
counseling program, provided by an insurance company at small to medium-sized
employers in Lexington, Kentucky. I discovered five major findings from the survey.

PCC Participants More Aware of the Benefits
The proactive care and counseling group was much more aware that the EAP
benefit existed than the self-referral programs participants (91.7 percent versus 51.7
percent). Awareness has a direct impact on utilization. The reason for this major
difference is most likely the consistent promotion. Because the care worker visits the
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employees on a regular basis, they are more likely to know about the benefit and
remember that they have access to counseling. The typical SRCC EAP seems to lack the
periodic reminders of the benefit. Other studies show how simply reminding the
employees of the EAP benefit increases utilization. This communication can be done in
different ways. One study found higher utilization when labor representatives were
involved in the EAP committee (Csiernik, "Employee Assistance Program Utilization"
48). Another study showed that vendor training or orientations increased utilization
(Merrick et al. 94). Other companies use mailings posters and Web sites to promote their
EAP benefits and increase participation (Gopp 96).
This study showed that only 57.1 percent of the employees at the SRCC groups
knew about their EAP benefits. Companies should promote the EAP benefit more
aggressively. Utilization rates should increase some by simply increasing awareness of
the EAP benefit through consistent promotion.

Much Higher Utilization Rate for PCC
Utilization of the benefit means that more people are getting help with the
difficulties and stresses of life. Assuming that this counseling help is satisfactory, the
companies should get better and more productive employees. As people utilize the
counseling benefit, people get healthy and companies improve productivity and save
money. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, employers can save anywhere from
$5-$16 for every dollar spent on an EAP (Matrone 5). The difference of over 300 percent
seems mostly driven by variation of utilization.
The significant variance in utilization between the PCC and the SRCC programs
is very important (33.8 percent vs. 1.15 percent). Other research shows that internal EAPs
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for instance have a higher utilization rate than that of external EAPs. Internal EAPs
showed mean utilization rates of 7 percent versus 5.4 percent for external EAPs
(Csiernik, "Internal versus External Employee Assistance Programs" 12). Most external
EAPs show utilization between 3 percent and 8 percent (Matrone 17). My study showed a
slightly lower utilization rate for the SRCC group than prior studies at 1.1 percent. With
the relatively small sample size of this study, it is only one or two participants different
than the national nonns. The proactive workplace counseling program surveyed had an
extremely high utilization rate of33.8 percent.
Several reasons possibly exist for this much higher than average utilization rate.
First is the fact that the benefit was better known and understood than the typical EAP
because of onsite promotion. Second, since the counselor visits the place of employment,
the employees found that the ease of access to the counselor was helpful to them. The
employees did not have to self-refer to an outside source. Third, the employees had the
opportunity to build a trust relationship with the counselor during his or her regular visits
to the company and felt more comfortable talking to someone.
Gil Stricklin, founder of Marketplace Ministries, believes that the chaplains
relationship, versus an 800 telephone number, provides a real advantage. He also believes
55 percent to 85 percent utilize the chaplain services (Blassingame 35). Although we do
not know the actual utilization infonnation from Marketplace Ministries, this study adds
some validity to what Stricklin states. The personal relationship may have something to
do with another study that found that employees were more willing to discuss
relationship issues with chaplains than with their EAP provider (Nimon, Philibert, and
Allen 255).
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Measuring all of the factors that affect utilization is likely impossible. The one
fact is that the proactive approach to care and counseling was utilized to a much higher
extent than the self-referral plans. Companies that use a typical self-referral EAP are not
getting nearly as much benefit for their investment in an EAP. Since the reasons given for
not using the provided benefit were not significantly different between the pee and the
SRee, one can assume that the difference in the design of visitation was the major factor.
Multiple Usage of Benefit by PCC Participants
The average utilization rate reported was based solely on how many employees
used the counseling benefit (i.e., 49 of the 145 pee respondents used the benefit). The
study also found that the forty-nine employees of the pee program used the benefit
repeatedly, between one and eight times, on average three times each. Of the forty pee
respondents who gave information of multiple usage, 126 counseling encounters were
reported. This multiple utilization factor shows that the employees of the pee companies
felt comfortable with the program and saw it as truly helpful. This contentment seems to
indicate that the relationship building of the pee program increases comfort and trust
with the employees. Individuals will have multiple stresses and strains in life, and
multiple uses of the pee benefit shows that they are comfortable in seeking and
receiving help. Again, increased utilization leads to healthier employees, healthier
families, and more productive workers.
Some of the increased utilization was a result of employees seeing a counselor for
less important problems. Because the counselor was available and the employee had a
comfortable relationship with him or her, issues that would not normally be addressed
were discussed. When the employees were asked how important or critical their issues
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were, 12.7 percent were considered not important. Discussing these less important issues
may cause some to say this was a time waster for the employee and the company.
However, discussing these issues deemed less important now, may have helped the
employee avoid greater problems in the future actually saving the company and employee
time and money. In a self-referral EAP, these issues would likely never be discussed until
they became critical problems.
Most SRCC plans limit the number of visits available to employees to keep costs
down. The average is between three and eight visits (Carruthers, ""DMEC 2010" 14). This
design appears counterproductive as employees will have continued stresses. Most
benefit plans, however, have mental health benefits that pick up after the EAP benefits
have been exhausted. This design causes other problems such as the changing of
counselors and less confidentiality. The pce program does not charge per visit and
typically has no limit on visits, so counselors are able to address multiple concerns and
provide the counseling sessions necessary to the employees to bring about resolution to
their problems. It also does not have the reporting requirements of a normal insurance
health plan that can threaten confidentiality.

Higher Satisfaction Rate for PCC Participants, Both Men and Women
The satisfaction rate is important as it indicates the general feelings about the
program and the perceived helpfulness of the benefit. Without satisfaction employees will
not use the benefit or if they did they would not feel helped with their problems. Using a
five-point Likert scale ranging from very dissatisfied (1) to very satisfied (5), the mean
satisfaction rates were good for both programs. The SRCC program (n=83) had a 3.49
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rating, however, the PCC program (n=138) had an overall mean satisfaction rate of 4.17,
which was statistically significantly higher.
Since satisfaction is self-reported the reasons for a higher satisfaction with the
PCC may vary. Some researchers suggest that self-reported satisfaction levels are inflated
since they are skewed by the (halo effect). This effect is caused by the feeling of special
attention by being asked to rate a product or service (Vail 79). Since both groups were
asked to self-report this halo effect would even out in this study. One other study found
that after three visits the therapeutic alliance was strengthened, and satisfaction increased
(Sexton and Whiston 41). Since the PCC model uses frequent visits to help build the
therapeutic alliance, the relationships built could also account for the higher satisfaction
levels.
Others have reported that a correlation exists between emotional well-being,
spiritual well-being, and satisfaction with health (Gauthier 10). Mind, body, and spirit
make up the whole person. Counseling should address all three areas. Since the PCC
program surveyed offers a Christian model for counseling and can address spiritual
issues, this spiritual component possibly leads to increased satisfaction levels as well. In
fact, this study showed that some desire existed to be able to discuss faith issues with a
counselor, with the average response falling between somewhat important and important
(M = 2.68; SD = 1.42).

PCC Employers Overall More Favorable About the Program
In trying to measure the impact that the EAP had on the corporate culture,

employers were asked two questions: (1) What is your opinion of the effectiveness of
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rating, however, the PCC program (n= 138) had an overall mean satisfaction rate of 4.17,
which was statistically significantly higher.
Since satisfaction is self-reported the reasons for a higher satisfaction with the
PCC may vary. Some researchers suggest that self-reported satisfaction levels are inflated
since they are skewed by the (halo effect). This effect is caused by the feeling of special
attention by being asked to rate a product or service (Vail 79). Since both groups were
asked to self-report this halo effect would even out in this study. One other study found
that after three visits the therapeutic alliance was strengthened, and satisfaction increased
(Sexton and Whiston 41). Since the PCC model uses frequent visits to help build the
therapeutic alliance, the relationships built could also account for the higher satisfaction
levels.
Others have reported that a correlation exists between emotional well-being,
spiritual well-being, and satisfaction with health (Gauthier 10). Mind, body, and spirit
make up the whole person. Counseling should address all three areas. Since the PCC
program surveyed offers a Christian model for counseling and can address spiritual
issues, this spiritual component possibly leads to increased satisfaction levels as well. In
fact, this study showed that some desire existed to be able to discuss faith issues with a
counselor, with the average response falling between somewhat important and important
(M = 2.68; SD = 1.42).

PCC Employers Overall More Favorable About the Program
In trying to measure the impact that the EAP had on the corporate culture,

employers were asked two questions: (l) What is your opinion of the effectiveness of
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your EAP program? and (2) Do you see any change in your corporate culture as a result
of your EAP program?
Responses showed that employers felt much better about the PCC, EAP program
than the SRCC program. A sense exists that the proactive approach provides a better
benefit and has a greater impact on the company. Although no employers were willing to
say that the PCC program changed the corporate culture, some indicated that it was an
important part of their overall culture change.
Comments regarding the effectiveness from the PCC groups included "[I]t's one
of the most valuable and effective programs"; "the service is highly appreciated and
utilized"; "very effective for my business"; and, "Employees get along better." SRCC
companies' quotes were less exuberant-"it is a nice addition," or, "I think it is helpful,"
one company thought the employees did not appreciate the benefit.
Again the reasons for a higher effectiveness rating are varied. The PCC company
representatives can see the care-worker every time they visit and are reminded that the
employees are getting helped. They also have more direct contact with the program than
an SRCC plan as they are more involved in setting up times of visitation for the careworkers. Just as employees are reminded of the benefit through regular visitation, so are
the employers. They also have a better realization that their employees are utilizing the
benefit and dealing with the stresses that cause company problems. Hopefully, the care
worker is building a relationship with the employers as well.
Implications of the Findings
This study showed that a proactive care and counseling method is more effective
than a self-referral EAP in utilization and satisfaction. Although the PCC program
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surveyed in this study is not a typical chaplain program, it uses the same proactive
delivery method. Chaplain programs claim that their success comes from building
relationships and spending time with the employees at their place of work, and now some
support to that claim exists. Starcher suggests a '"ministry of presence" is developed by
being on-site and being on call twenty-four hours a day to offer help (N imon, Philibert,
and Allen 233). I hope this information will help more pastoral counselors enter into
workplace care and counseling. Workplace counseling offers an opportunity to fulfill the
law of Christ by bringing good news to the poor, proclaiming release to captives, opening
the eyes of the blind, and setting the oppressed free.
More employers should consider implementing a PCC employee assistance
program at their companies. A PCC program should better serve their employees and
save the companies money due to decreased absenteeism, increased presenteeism, lower
accident levels, fewer mistakes and decreased health costs. Because it is a more
recognized and appreciated benefit it will also increase morale.
Insurance company EAPs might consider adding an on-site component to the
typical SRCC program to increase effectiveness. Having a counselor that would visit
companies, build relationships, promote the benefits, and be more available to employees
should increase their utilization and effectiveness. Companies would be better able to see
the savings in helping employees reduce their stress levels.
Knowing its effectiveness, educational institutions, especially seminaries could
begin to focus additional training on workplace care and counseling. In 1994 GordonConwell Seminary established the Mockler Center for Faith and Ethics in the Workplace
to help students who are interested in workplace issues (Lambert 64). If the church wants
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to be relevant to the culture they should be training leaders to reach out more and more
into the workplace. The need to develop the ministry of presence everywhere, is the call
of the church.
Limitations of the Study

Measuring the effectiveness of EAPs is a complicated task. This particular study
is just a first step in comparing a proactive and a self-referral approach to delivering
workplace care and counseling. This study was relatively small in nature with only five
companies representing the proactive CAREWorks model and three companies
representing the self-referral model. The fact that only one person, out of the eightyseven that responded to the survey from the SRCC group, had used the EAP counselors
did not provide enough infonnation to compare the counselor satisfaction questions in
any depth.
Although I tried to get a good mix of different types of companies, the blue-collar
type employees were not as responsive. The unresponsiveness was partly due to the lack
of availability of computers to blue collar workers. Possibly more highly educated
employees are more willing to take surveys or are less worried if the results are
confidential, or possibly they just had more time and access to take the survey. This
study, therefore, characterizes the results of predominately white-collar, well-educated
employees where 66 percent were college graduates. The pool was also predominately
white/Caucasian (93.5 percent) with the remainder evenly split between other minority
races. This group was mostly upper middle class. This homogeneity limits the application
somewhat. However, the utilization and satisfactions level increases found should apply,
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somewhat equally, across the national standards of the other populations. The variance
can be applied to the standard differences between the various groups.
Since CAREWorks was the only proactive model studied, it does not necessarily
represent all proactive care and counseling models. The companies using CAREW orks
basically used only one care-worker/counselor who does not represent all counselors
working in proactive models. The counselor satisfaction ratings would be a result of this
single person. Since this study did not have enough respondents who used the SRCC
counseling, no counselor comparisons were derived. Research is needed to ascertain
whether other proactive models would show similar counselor satisfaction results.
This study did not look at the complicated area of true cost savings or health
outcomes from workplace care and counseling. Some savings information can be
deduced by looking at national statistics and applying the findings of this study.
Outcomes were measured only through employee perceptions, and long-term benefits
could only be assumed. Much study is still needed in this area. Legal issues, moral issues,
cost effectiveness issues, cultural issues, and program design issues are several of the
topics that need further research.
Unexpected Observations

Several unexpected observations resulted from this study. Although the BLRI
could not be used for comparing the therapeutic alliance of the different groups, it was
helpful for seeing the positive ratings for the PCC group. The unusual finding is that the
four components measured by the BLRI were statistically different from each other.
Based on the six-point Likert scale, regard with a mean score of 5.14 was rated higher
than empathy, empathy 4.89 was higher than congruence, and congruence 4.56 was
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higher than unconditionality at 4.26. Alan S. Gunnan did a review of twenty-three studies
using the BLRI and found a high correlation between the four subsets of the relationship
inventory. With a somewhat lower correlation with unconditionality (Horvath 21). The
employees in this study see these variables as more unique.
I looked at the individual questions to gain some understanding of this
phenomena. The employees rated the counselor almost all 6s when asked if they were
respected, understood, and approved of, or if the counselor was patient and not bothered
with them. Other questions had more varied responses. Many employees seemed
confused when asked if the counselor had deep affection for them. This question received
almost equal responses in every category. The lowest ratings came when the employees
were asked if the counselor ever expressed disapproval or disappointment in them or if
the counselor was willing to express his or her true feelings at all times. These questions
mostly pertain to the unconditionality of regard and congruence.
Disapproval or disappointment seem to be things that typically happen in deeper
relationships. Friends, for instance, start being more honest with their feelings of
disappointment or disapproval. Possibly Carl Rogers was wrong when he stated that
people need unconditional positive regard to grow in a counseling relationship. Parents,
for instance, offer unconditional love but not unconditional positive regard at all times to
help their children grow. Pastors offer acceptance to all yet want to help people follow
closer to the truth. Maybe expressing real love and acceptance is not accommodating
certain behaviors. Building real relationships with employees lets the counselor be more
open and honest with their thoughts and feelings while expressing genuine care. This
seems to prove very effective in this study. I would like to know if other pce programs
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show significant differences when the BLRI is used. Further research would be helpful to
understand why these areas produced such significant differences. Possibly the
relationship building aspect of the PCC programs allows the counselor to be more honest
and the employees to perceive those differences better.
Another pleasant surprise was that a Pearson chi-square analysis showed that no
statistical differences existed in utilization rates between men and women. Typically
women utilize EAP benefits at a higher rate than men (Matrone 37; Macri 68). Women
usually tend to be more trusting of counseling than men so this factor may likely be a
result of the relationship built with the men during the regular visits to the workplace.
Men may respond better when they know the counselor in advance. Other explanations
might include the fact that this study surveyed predominately higher educated employees
and showed strong religious affiliation. Highly educated and Christian men may be more
willing to seek help to improve their lives. Some suggest that many men do not like to
admit they need help. This variance may also have something to do with the fact that the
PCC program studied utilized male counselors. I also observed that both men and women
in this study had the same reported positive satisfaction level of the benefits.
When looking at stress and its effects on utilization and satisfaction I observed an
interesting statistic. Stress level was found to be significantly related to utilization of
services. Those who utilized these employer-provided programs reported much higher
stress over the past twelve months (M=3.09; SD=l.ll) than did those not using the
programs (M=2.53; SD=l.OO) based on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from not stressed
(1) to extremely stressed (5). Apparently the benefit is reaching its target audience of
stressed individuals. The PCC and SRCC groups, however, had equal amounts of
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reported stress. Those with the SRCC EAPs gave a mean stress rating of 2.58 (SD
1.06), and those with PCC EAPs a mean stress rating of 2.72 (SD

=

=

1.05) with no

significant statistical difference between the two groups.
Another interesting observation was that people with higher stress levels showed
lower satisfaction levels with counseling. Possible reasons for this result might include
the effects of high stress causing less satisfaction with life in general. Perhaps they felt
the counselor was not equipped to help them with more difficult problems. Further
research would be necessary to understand this phenomena.
Stress results from the problems of life such as marital difficulties, financial
problems, work load, family issues, and health problems to name a few. Many of these
issues cannot be prevented, but some issues can. A proactive approach to workplace care
and counseling can begin to address issues before they become larger problems.
Hopefully employees will receive the support necessary when issues are small in order to
avert crisis situations later. Eventually research should show that a company using a PCC
program has overall lower stress levels than a company utilizing a typical SRCC program
due to earlier intervention.
Recommendations

EAP programs are generally proven to be effective; however, a proactive EAP
model is more effective. With stress causing millions and millions of dollars of losses
each year, I believe that workplace care and counseling programs should offer plans with
a proactive on-site component to increase effectiveness. Apparently a proactive approach
where the counselor builds relationships and engages the employees, better serves the
needs of the employees. Unfortunately, not all workplace locations are conducive to a
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counselor or chaplain walking around interacting with the employees. Other designs need
to be developed to address this accessibility concern.
This study is a good first step in determining the true effectiveness of proactive
EAPs, but much additional research is needed to ascertain true cost effectiveness. On-site
proactive EAPs are more expensive to provide to employers than an SRCC system. Some
churches may even consider underwriting the extra costs of on-site counselors as an
outreach ministry. Whether the increases in utilization and satisfaction justify employers
adding the additional cost is yet to be determined.
A larger study also needs to be done to determine if all PCC programs would
generate similar results. I especially would like to see someone study the corporate clients
of the major workplace chaplain programs such as Marketplace Ministries, Corporate
Chaplains of America, Chaplains at Work, and Workplace Chaplains U.S. Trained
chaplains using the proactive model should see similar increased utilization and
satisfaction results as this study.
This study shows that an effective way to demonstrate what Wesley calls outward
holiness is through proactive workplace counseling. Christians can reach out to help
those around them by pursuing positions as workplace counselors. Christians also have
the benefit of the filling and guidance of the Holy Spirit to help others. People often
spend the majority of their days at work, and a visiting Christian counselor can make a
major difference in their lives.
Postscript

During the literature review, I learned that a belief exists that religion should stay
out of the workplace. This sentiment is disconcerting as current research also shows a
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new openness to spiritual things, especially in the younger workers. Complaints to the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) regarding religion have almost
doubled in the sixteen year period between 1992 and 2008. This trend is happening at the
same time studies are showing that over 50 percent of teens say faith is very or extremely
important in making major life decisions (Lambert 80).
If the church is going to have an impact in people's lives at work then they need
to be prepared for some pushback. Counselors need to be educated on the laws and
regulations that govern the workplace. Employees are guaranteed freedom of religion
even at the workplace. They can have access to Bible studies and prayer meetings at the
workplace. One court ruled against an employee Bible study because the EEOC showed
that coercion existed in getting employees to attend (Nimon 28). The employer was
allowed to offer a Bible study but they were not allowed to force the employees to attend
in any way. In this case an employee felt that their manager was pressuring them to
attend the study, so they made a complaint to the EEOC. Chaplains can offer significant
help to employees but they need to be mindful of the laws, as rulings such as these will
start to keep the healing power of faith out of the workplace.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERT REVIEW GROUP

To whom it may concern:
My name is Mark LaBonde, and I am doing research on Employee Assistance
Programs (EAPs) for my doctoral dissertation at Asbury Theological Seminary. I would
appreciate your help to make sure that my research will be beneficial to the industry. I
have designed the following employee survey, and I would like to get your opinion on the
effectiveness of the survey. I am trying to measure EAP utilization and satisfaction for
different EAPs.
Please review the questions and let me know if you think they are understandable.
Do you believe it will measure EAP utilization effectively? Do you believe it will
measure satisfaction effectively? What changes if any would you make? Are there any
additional questions you would include?
Thank you very much for your help with this matter.
For questions, please call me at xxx-xxx-xxxx or e-mail meat------@yahoo.com.
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APPENDIXB
PILOT STUDY GROUP

To whom it may concern:
My name is Mark LaBonde, and I am doing research on Employee Assistance
Programs (EAPs) for my doctorial dissertation at Asbury Theological Seminary. I would
appreciate your help to make sure that my research will be beneficial to the industry. I
have designed the following employee survey, and I would like to get your opinion on the
effectiveness of the survey.
Please go to the included web link and answer the survey questions. Let me know
if you think the questions are understandable. What changes if any would you make?
Thank you very much for your help with this matter. For questions, please call me
at xxx-xxx-xxxx or e-mail meat------@yahoo.com.
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APPENDIXC
SURVEY QUESTIONS

Effectiveness Su rvey
Please tells us a little about JOur c ..rent life situation •
.All responses are ccmpetely conidential and can not be IWIIr.ed

~

any

~aI.

* 1. Are you mate or female?
,.

M.ale

,.

Fem.ale

*2. How old ant yau?

I
*3. Which of ttle following bast describes your nIIcial or ethnic backgrOUld?
,.

Asian

,.

BI.a::kJAh:oan ~can

,.

'M1 .... C&r:,asloan

,.

Hspan~

,.

NiJlve ~lIcan

,.

Pr.... not ~ oartllN.

*4. What is your marital status?
,.

""' ..rMarrad

,.

Not mml., tu 1'11'"9 .....Itl IIg ... lc.ant o~

,.

D..-aaod

,.

Sap~Bd

,.

'nldow.,

,.

Milrr1., Ina

.me
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Effectiveness Survey

*5. What is the higMst lavel of education you have completed?
("

Las tNn ,..~ schxll dlplcma

("

So~CDIl09

*6. What is your apprClKimate average household incGllle?
("

S!.o,poo.s 74" 999

*7. Which of the fDllowil. best desaibes your pay 111 II calculation?
r

S.liIrled

("

COmTIIslcn

*8.

How many people cUR'entty live in your household?

Place a number in any field that applies.
YOLlS'"
Spa.Jlie

Page 2
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Effectiveness Su rvey
*9. What is your current housing situation?
('CI'M"l

('

u ... wlh oIhers

10. Which of the following best describes your faith experience?
('

Not ~PPIC.abI.

r

Cl'IIs ..... CoIIhdll:

*

11. How physically hMlThy are you?

('

SlII1'eI.,. t...atl"l.,.

('

Not ~t .atl hMlI"I)

Your companY's Employee Assistance Program (EAP) or CAREWorlcs, Care and
COUll.
OueslorlS about ')Q.Ir CooIpany's (EAP)or(CAREWak!I) Care and Co~*'9

Pro~am

*12. Were you aware yourcornpanyoffttn(CAREWotkB,., an (EAP, Employee
Assistance Pmgram?
('

Yes

*13.

How would you d_cribe your stren level over the last 12 months?
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Effectiveness Survey
*14. H.. veyou .xperien.,.d .. nyprobl_ in th .....t t2 month. for which you _uld h.....
liked guid .. nc. of coun. . ling?

r

y_

*15. I.

th. . . .y r • • on you did not
pragr... at any ti .... ?

r

UN

the (CARE_., or .mploye.....is tan.,.

Y..

r '"

*16. HCIW important to you, is being able to discu.. faith issu••?
r

Ell...... '! mpatlnt

r

r

V.r)I .~I

Sar.YlNiIIJl1X)"art

r

Net ImpcrWt

*17. How satisfied ordissati.fled ... you with your _ployer plUvided (CAREWorbI or
(EAPI.mplope ....istance program?

r

r

ModII ..... '1 .'''led

sar-rw ...sle::!

r

~M"''1

d.'- Ile d

* 18. Have you ...... used (CAREWo.kal or your (EAPI ......lope a. .istanc. progra .... and
.po"n to a coun. .lor?

r

Y..

r ",

*19.

HCIW satisfiod o. diaaatiafied _ •• you with tho counael you ..... ivecI?

You may ell...... multipl• • • pon... if you had multiple contacts.
V.., d . . . . . .

SO~.I... I«J

r

r

r

r

r

Page J
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Effectiveness Survey
*20. How satisfied ordiuatisfied w.e you with yourcoUllseloroveralf?
You may choose multiple responses if you had multiple counselol's.

r

r

r

r

r

r

*21. How satisfied ordiuatisfied were you with the counselor's professionalism?
If you had multiple counselors you may dloose muttiple responses.
V..,a.led

r

r

r

r

r

r

*22. How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with ttle counselors availability?
V..,dlSsolllsled

SOrn...o.t'l .. solllsied

r

r

r

r

r

r

23. Have you discussed more than one issue with your CAREWorks or EAP provider in the
last 12 months?

r

No

*24. How important or critical was the issue or issues you discussed?
check all that apply if you had multiple contacts.

*25. How likely is it that you would use CAREWolks or the EAP services again?
MOIIt ..... IUly

r

Regarding your personal interaction with a counselor or careworker.
Please read Ile statements caren.y and decide if the statement is rue or not rue and to 'tIihat de~.

26. My caunselDr respects me as a

~son.

v-. IIFa9Y ..... V.s" I ..... It II; rue V_.I ..... "
IhIII Is In»

r

r

.. It II No.1 .... h t It II

No"

1... llhIIlt II No"llFa9y"'l

prcbably rue

prcibabt,' urWue

rd rue

"!lilt II rot rue

r

r

r

r
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Effectiveness Su rvey
27. My coun ... lor wants to understand how I .... things.
Y. . I strcrqy 11M!
~ t

Is IrUa

Yes" 1 .... 11 IS

r

~

r

Y_.I ,... ..... ~ It Is
pltlb.abl., ~

~.I""

h t It Is 1'£1,. 1... 1 ~ It Is No.1 sra-qy roel

~cDabt, u~

r

r

ra true

..... ~ II IS r.lt true

r

r

28. My coun ... kK's intenlst in me dep.nds on the things I say or do.
Y. . I strcrq., ....
Y_.I ......... ~ It Is ~.I"" h t II Is 1'£1,. IIMI ~ II Is No.1 strcrq., "'1
_~ t 1"'Yes" I .... It IS true
.. s .....
pltlb.abl., ~
~cDabtt u~
ra true
..... ~ II Is r.ll ~

29. My counselor is comfortabl. and at .a ... in our relationship.
Y" I slrlr9y ....

.... t Is IrUa

Yes" 1 ..... 11

r

1vwN.:

30. My counselor fee 15 a

r

t Is IrUa

Yes" I,... II IS true

r

1vwN.:

Y_.I ,... ..... ~ It Is ~.I""htltls 1'£1,.1,..1 ~ Ills No.1 strcrq., "'1
.,~ II Is r.ll ~
pltlb.abl., true
ra true
~ttu~

r

r

r

r

true liking for m•.

Y. . I slrlr9y ....
~

IS~

r

Y_.I ......... ~ II Is

~.I""htllls

1'£I,.1"'1~llls

pltlb.abl., true

~ttu~

ra true

No.1 slrlr9y "'1
.,~ II Is r.ll true

r

r

r

r

31. My counselor may und.rstand my words but helshe does not .... the way I feel.
Y. . I SIrlr9y ....
....
Y_.I .... .,~ It Is Nc.I .... h t II Is 1'£1,. 1... 1 .... It Is No.1 slrlr9y "'1
Yes" I
II IS true
~ t Is IrUa
pltlb.abl., true
prcbIbtt u~
ra true
.,~ II Is r.ll true

r

r

r

r

r

r

32. Wh.th. I am feeling happy or unhappy with myself maMS no r.1 diffenlnce to the
way my counselorf.el5 about me.
Y. . I slrlr9y ....
Y_.I ......... ~ It IS
Yes" I .... It • true
I'IIt t II IrUa
pltlb.ably true

r

r

~.I""

hI II II 1'£1,. 1... 1 .... II II No.1 slrlr9., "'1
prcbIbtt u~
ra true
.,11 It II r.lt true

r

r

r

r

33. I feel that my counselor puts on a role or front with me.
Y. . 111rlr9., ,...
~

1vwN.:

t IIIrUa

Yes" I .... It • true

r

r

Y_.I .... .,.1111 Nc.I .... hI It Is
P Itlb.ably true

r

34. My counselor is imp8t.nt with m••
Y. . I SIrlr9y ....
I'IIt III ....
1vwN.:

Yes" I .... It • true

r

r

prcbIbttu~

r

I'£I,.I"'I~

ra true

r

Itli No.lllrlr9y ... 1
.,~ Itls r.lt true

r

.,.It

Y_.I ....
Is Nc.I .... h t It Is 1'£1,. 1 ... 1 .... It II No. I Ilrlr9y ... 1
pltlb.ably true
ra true
.,.It II r.lt true
prcbIbtt u.-.u.

r

r

r

r

35. My counselor Marty always knows what I mean.
Y. . IIIrlr9Y ....
~lls

1vwN':

r

....

Yes" 1 .... 11. true

r

Y-.I .... ""'.It II Nc.I .... blltll 1'£1,. 1... 1 ~ It II No. I Ilrlr9y ... 1
pltlb.ably true
ra true
.,.It II r.lt true
~ttu.-.u.

r

r

r

r
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Effectiveness Su rvey
36. Depending on my b.... avior, my counselor has a better opinion of me sometimes than
he/she has at other times •
...... I sll"a'9Y .... "".10. I roa It
..... Is .....

r

15 nM:-

*"

"" • • 1
1h000lt Is r-.:..I .... lhat It Is ~ I ... ' .... It Is
pl'Ct)o1I:IIy!rue
prct:r.abtp u~
ra !rue

r

r

r

r

No.1 s~Y ... ,
1h000lt Is not !rue

r

37.1 feel that my coulIHlor is real .. d genuine with me .
...... I sll"a'9Y ....
..... Is .....

1>rt1IN.

r

"".10. I .... It

15 !rue

r

""• • 1

*" 1h000lt Is

pl'Ct)o1I:IIy

n.

r

r-.:..I .... lhatltls ~1 ... ' .... ltls No.ls~y""

prct:r.abt, u~

ra !rue

1t'I01I1t Is not Irue

r

r

r

38. I f .. 1appntciated by my counselor •
...... I s~y ....
.....
"".10. I .... It
Is .....

1>rt1IN.

r

15n.

r

"" • • 1 ,... 1h000lt Is r-.:..I .... lhatltls ~1 ... ' .... ltls No.ls~y"'l
1t'I000It Is not n.
pl'Ct)o1I:IIy n.
ran.
prct:r.abtp u~

r

r

r

r

39. My counselor's inteftlst in me depends on the things I say or do •
...... Is~y....
..... Is .....

r

"".10. I,... It

15 Irue

r

....• • I .... lho1lltls r-.:..I .... lhatltls ~ I ... ' .... 't's No.ls~y ... 1
pl'Ct)o1I:IIy !rue

r

prct:r.abt,

u~

r

ra n.

1t'I01I1t Is not n.

r

r

40. My counselo(s feelings toward me doesn't d....d on how I feel toward hmher•
...... I sll"a'9Y ....
..... Is .....

r

..... 10.1 ....

1115 n.

r

""• • 1 .... 1h01l1t Is r-.:..I .... !hat It Is ~ I ... ' .... It's No.1 s~y ... 1
pl'Ct)o1I:IIy Irue

r

prct:r.abt,

u~

r

ra !rue

1t'I000It Is not n.

r

r

41. It makes my counMlor uMasy when I ask or talk about certain tIIings.
...... I s~y ....
"".10. I .... It
..... Is .....

1>rt1IN.

r

15 n.

""• • 1 .... 1h000lt Is r-.:..I .... !hat lEis ~1 ... ' .... ltls
pl'Ct)o1I:IIy n.
ra n.
prct:r.abt, u~

r

r

r

r

No.ls~.,

... ,

1h000lt Is not n.

r

42. My counselor is indifferent to 1M.
"". . Is~y""
..... 10.1 ....
..... Is .....

1>rt1IN.

r

1115 n.

r

""• • 1 ....... 011 It Is r-.:..I .... !hatltls ~I ... ' .... 't's No.l~y"'l
pl'Ct)o1I:IIyno.

prct:r.abt, u~

ran.

Ihlll It Is not no.

r

r

r

r

43. My counselor .... lly se ....s or r_lias what I am f.. ling •
...... I st'a'Gly ....
..... Is .....

r

"".10. I .... II • ."".

r

""• • 1 .... 1h000lt Is r-.:..I .... !hat It Is ~ I ... ' .... It Is No.1 s.-avy ... ,
pl'Ct)o1I:IIy

n.

r

prct:r.abtp

u~

r

ra n.

Ihlllit Is not n.

r

r

44. My counselor wants me to be a particular kind of pen., .
...... I s~y ....
..... 's .....

r

..... 10.1 ....

r

1115 n.

""• • 1 .... Ihlllit Is r-£I.I .... !hIt It Is N:l. I ... ' .... Ills No.1 s~y ... 1
pl'Ct)o1I:II.,

r

n.

prct:r.abt, u~

r

rd

n.

r

1h000lt 'S nol n.

r
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45. I feel that what my coulIMlor says usually expreu .. exactly wIIat he/she is feeling and
thinking at tIIat moment.
y ... I Slfcrgl., .... Y.s" I .... It _ In..a. Yes, I .... Ih .. It Is
IhoJl I Is IIua
P n::b zj.,. !rue

r

SoAnsIN.-

r

~.I""
pr~1y

r

htltls
ur1rue

~

r

I_I IhoJl It Is No.1 s.-crq.,. ... 1
...... It Is not !rue
r.::.t In..a.

r

r

41. My counMlorfinds me ratllerdutl and uninte ... sting.
Y... I Slfcrgl .. tell

Y.s" I .... It _ Irue

r

ArsN.

Yes. I .... "' .. It Is

P n::b zj.,. Irue

IhoJl I Is IIUe

r

r

~.I""

htltls

~

~lyunrue

r

1 ... 1 IhoJl It Is No.1 s.-crq" ...1
...... It Is not !rue
r.::.t In..a.

r

r

47. My counselor"s own attitudes towanl some of tile tIIings I do or say prwent him .... r

from und.rstanding me.
Y... I s..-crq.,. ....
IhoJl I Is IIua

Y.s"I .... lt _!rue

r

r

Yes. I tell "'.. It Is ~.I"" h t It Is ~ 1... 1 IhoJl It Is No.1 slfcrgl .. '-I
pn::bzj.,. Irue

r

~I'p u~

r.::.t !rue

r

r

...... It Is not In..a.

r

41.1 can or could be apenly critical or app ...ciatiYe of my co ... ulorwitllout ... ally milking
himlh_ feel any differantly about me.
Y... I s..-crq.,. ,...
IhoJl t Is IIua

Y.s" I .... It • IrUe

r

r

Yes. I .... Ih .. lt Is
pn::bzj.,. !rue

r

~.I""
~Iy

h t It Is

~

unrue

1 ... 1 IhoJl It Is No.1 s.-crq.,. '-I
r.::.t !rue

r

r

...... It Is not !rue

r

49. My counMlor wants me to thi .. tIIat he,.he likas me or und.rstands me mo ... tIIan
he/she r.ally does.
Y... II..-crq.,.....
IhoJl t Is IIua

Y.s" I .... It • IrUe

r

r

Yes. I teIIlh"ltls
pn::bzj.,. !rue

r

~.I ....
~Iy

htltll

~

ur1rue

1'-1 IhoJl Itls No.ls.-crq.,. ...1
r.::.t Irue

r

r

...... It Is not !rue

r

50. My counselor cares for me.
Y... II.-crq.,.....
Yes.l .......... Itls
V.s" I .... It • IrUe
IhoJl I Is II\.»
pn::bzj.,. !rue

r

r

r

~.I""
~Iy

htltls
unrue

~

r

1 ... 1 IhoJl Itls No.ll.-crq.,. ...1
r.::.t !rue
...... III1 not !rue

r

r

51. Sometim.s my coulIMlor thi ..s tIIat I .el a certain way, because thafs the way he/. . .
fe ....
Y... II.-crq.,. .... Y.s" I .... It _ !rue Yes. I .... ,.. .. It Is
IhoJl I Is IIua
pn::b~.,. !rue

r

r

r

~.I""

h t It II

prCil:llt)Iy unrue

r

~

1...1 IhoJl It Is No.1 s.-crq.,. ...1
r.::.t In..a.
,...1115 not !rue

r

r

52. My counselor likes c.rtain things iIIHMIt me ..d til .... a ... oth_ tIIings he/she does not

lib.
Y... ls..-crq.,.....
IhoJl I Is IIua

r

Y.s" I .... It • !rue

r

Yes.I .... ,.. .. ltls

~.I ....

htltll M:I, 1 ... 1!hII Itll No. I l.-crq" ...1

P n::b~.,. !rue

prCiI:IIt)ly unrue

r.::.t !rue

r

r

r

,.. .. 1I1I no t !rue

r
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53. My counselor does not avoid anything that is important for our relationship.
v . . I s~'f.....

v. s" I foil It IS .",.

....... lis.....

V_.I ..... ""'''It Is ~.II... h t It Is ~ I _I !ha It Is No" I S~'f ... 1
pICbZll'f"'"

r

r

~Clblbt,

r

urWue

net .",.

r

r

""'''It Is rot n .

r

54.1 f_1 that my counsetordisappraves of me.
v . . I S~'f ,...
V_.I ..... ""'''It Is ~.I"" h I It Is ~ 1... 1 !ha II Is No" I s~., ... 1
_~ I:
v.s" I ..... II IS .",.
II _
Is IrUe
plCbZll'f .",.
~t, urWue
net n .
....... 11 Is rol n .

r

r

r

r

r

r

55. My cOWisetor realims what I mean .ven when I have difficulty in saying it.
v . . I S~'f.....
....... lis.....

V.s" I,.... It IS .",.

r

r

V_.I .... ""'''It Is ~.I"" h I II Is ~ 1 ... 1 !ha It Is No" I slr0r9'f"'1
plCbZll'f n .

~Clblbt,

r

urWue

net n .

r

r

" .. II Is rot n .

r

56. My counselor's attitude tow_d me stays the same; h.sh. is not pI.ased with me
sometimes and critical or disappointed at oth_ times.
v . . I S~'f .....
....... I: Is .....

v.s" I ..... It 15 .",.

r

r

V_.I ..... Ih .. lt Is ~.I"" h I It Is ~ 1... 1 !ha It Is No" I S~'f ... ,
plCbZll'f n .

~cblbt,

r

urWue

r

net n .

" .. II Is rot n .

r

r

57. SOmeti ..... my counselor is not at all comfortabl. but w. go on, outwardy ignoring it.
V. . ls~'f"'"

V.s"I ..... lt II n .

....... I: Is"'"

NYIIN.

pICbZll'fn.

~

~t,u.-.u.

r

r

r

V_.I ..... ""Itls ~.I"" h t It Is

r

1... 1 IhaI Itls No" I slra"9'f ... 1

net .",.

" .. It Is rot .",.

r

r

58. My counselor just tolerat8s me.
V. . IS~'f"'"

V.s" I

.....

It II n .

....... I: Is"'"

NYIIN.

r

r

V_.I ..... Ih .. ltls
pICbZll'fn.

r

~.I

.... h t It Is

~t,urWue

~

l"'l!ha Itls No" I S~'f ... 1

net n .

r

r

" .. It Is rot .",.

r

59. My counselor usually und.stands the whole of what I mean.
V. . ls~'f"'"
....... I: Is .....

r

V.s" I ..... It II .",.

r

V_.I ..... " .. ltls ~.I .... htltls ~ 1 ... 1 ....... ltls No"IS~'f"'1
plCbatll'f n .

r

~t,

u.-.u.

r

rd n .

" .. It Is rot n .

r

r

60. If I show that I ... angry with my counselor h.sh. becames hurt or angry with me too.
v . . I S~'f .....

....... I Is .....

r

v.s" I ..... It II .",.

r

V_.I ..... ""It 's ~.I"" h t It Is ~ 1...1 !ha It Is No" I S~'f ...,
plCbatll'f .",.
~Iy u.-.u.
rd n .
Ih .. llis rot n .

r

r

r

r

61. My counselor .xpr....s hislh_ true im.... ssions and feelings with me.
v . . I S~'f .....
....... I: Is .....

r

V.s"I ..... It II n .

r

V_.I ..... ""It Is ~.I"" h t It Is ~ 1 ...1 ....... It Is No" I S~'f ... 1
plCbZll'f n .

r

~Clblbt,

r

u.-.u.

net n .

r

""It Is rot n .

r

I .
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62. My counselor is fri ..dly and w_m with me.
Y. . lsnrqy....
INt t Is Irw

r

Y.s" I .... It Is In..-

Y_.I ..... !hoarltls r-«l.II. .I!NItltIS I'.b" 1... 11Nt Itls No"lslrcrq ..... 1
pn::bably In..-

j7ct:.aDt, urWua

r

r

r

n.

rd

!hoar It Is not n.

r

r

63. My counselor just takes no notice of some tIIings tIIat I think or f ... .
Y. . I snrqy ....
Y_.I .... !hoar It Is r-«l.II. .I!NIt It Is I'.b" 1 ... 1 INt It Is No" I snrqy ... 1
___ t 1"'Y.s" I ,...It Is Iru.
.. s __
pn::bably Iru.
j7ct:.aDt, urWua
rd Iru.
Ihoar It Is not n.

r

r

r

r

r

j

64. How much my counselor likes or dislikes me is not alte,.d by anything tIIat I tell
hi""'er about myself.
Y. . I snrqy ....
Y_.I .... Ihoar It Is r-«l.I .... h t It Is I'.b" 1... 1 INt It Is No" I snrq)l ,..1
__ t I
Y.s" I .... It Is In..e
.. _
s Irw
pn::babl .. n.
j7ct:.aDt, urWua
rd In..Ihoar It Is not In..-

65. At times I sense tIIat my co..,.. lor is not aware of wtlat helshe is really fe .. ing witfl me.
Y. . I snrqy ....
IhoJt t Is Irw

r

Y.s" I .... It Is IrUe

Y_.I .... !hoar It Is r-«l.I .... !NIt It Is I'.b" I foot I IhoJt It Is No" I snrqy ...1
pn::b ably !rUe

j7ct:.aD t, urA'l.»

r

r

r

rd IrUe

!h oar It Is not n.

r

r

66.1 fa.1 tIIat my co..,Hlor ..ally values me.
Y. . I snrqy....
INt t Is Irw

r

Y.s" I .... It Is IrUe

Y_.I .... Ihoar It Is r-«l.I .... !NIt It Is I'.b" 1... 11hoJt It Is No" I snrqy"'l
pn::bably n.

j7ct:.aDt,- urWua

r

r

r

rd

n.

Ihoar It Is not n.

r

r

67. My counselor .P18ciat_ .xactly how til. things I _ ... rianc. fe .. to me.
Y. . I snrqy ....
....
Y_.I .... !hoar It Is r-«l.I .... !NIt It Is I'.b" 1... 1 IhoJt It Is No" I snrq)l ... 1
Y.s" I
II Is n.
IhoJt t Is Irw
pn::bably!rUe
j7ct:.aDt, urA'l.»
rd n.
!hoar It Is not n.

r

r

r

r

r

r

68. My cCKI. . .1or appt'Dves of some things I do and lNIinfully disapproves at oth.s.
Y. . I snrqy ....
IhoJt t Is Irw

r

Y.s" I .... II Is n.

Y_.I .... !hoar It Is r-«l.I .... !NIt It Is I'.b" 1 ...1 IhoJt It IS No" I snrqy ... 1
pn::bably n.

pn::t:lIIbt,- urWua

r

r

r

rd In..-

!hoar Ills nol n.

r

r

69. My co ..... lor is willing to _p .... whateYa' is actually in hislhar mind witll me,
induding ........ feelings about .itflerof us.
Y. . I snrqy ....
.... t Is Irw

r

Y.s"I .... Ills n.

Y_.I .... Ihoar It Is No.1"" !NIt It Is I'.b" 1 ... 1 IhoJt It Is No" Ilnrq)l ... 1

r

pn::bably IrUe

j7ct:.aDt, urA'l.»

r

r

rd In..-

r

!hoar Ills not In..-

r

70. My cou .... or do....'t Ill. me for myself.
Y. . I Snrqy....
Y_.I .... !hoar It II Ml.I .... h t Ills I'.b" .... 1 IhoJt It II No" Ilnrqy ... 1
Y.s" I .... II Is Iru.
IhoJt t Is Irw
pn::bably In..j7ct:.aDt,- urWua
rd n.
!hoar Ills not n.

r

r

r

r

r

r
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71. At tim. . my counselor thinks that I f . . 1a lot more strangly about a particul. thing than
I ... ally do.
Y. . I Slrcrq., __
~ t Is l1l.I8

r

Yes" I .... It II true

Y_.IIllllIto~ It Is F'«:I.I felilNt It IS

pn::DZII., IruI

r

r

No. 1... 1 ~ It IS No.1 srcrq.,. ... 1

~tr u~

rd: IruI

r

r

Ito~ It IS r£lt IruI

r

72. Wh.t ..... 1 happen to be in good spirits or feeling up. .t do.s not make my counselor
fe.1 any mo ... of leu appreciative of me.
Y. . I srcrq., ..... Yes" I .... It llirul Y_.IIllllIto~ It Is F'«:I.I .... lNtltls No. 1... 1 ~ Itls No.lsrcrq:. ... 1
~ t Is l1l.I8
P n::DZII., IruI
1h~ It IS r£lt IruI
rd: IruI
~trulWue

r

kIM.

r

r

r

r

i

73. My coun . . lor is ap_nly himsttlffh.nelf in our relationship.
Y. . I srcrq., ....
~

t Is l1l.I8

r

~.

Yes" I .... It II IruI

Y_._ ....

Ito~

It Is F'«:I.I .... INt It Is No. 1... 1 ~ Itls No.1 srcrq., ... 1

pn::DZII., IruI

r

r

~trulWue

r

rd: IruI

Ito~

It Is r£llirul

r

r

74.1 seem to irritate or both.r my counselor.
Y. . lsrcrq.,.....
Y_.I .... Ito~ltls F'«:I.I .... lNtltls No. 1... 1 ~ Itls No.lsrcrq.,"'1
~ t Is l1l.I8
Yes" I .... It llirul
pn::DZII., IruI
~.., UIWue
rd: IruI
1h~ It Is r£lt IruI

r

r

r

r

r

r

75. My coun . . lordo.s not ...aliz. how s.,sitive I am about some of the things 'MI discuu.
Y. . I srcrq., ....
~

t II l1l.I8

r

Yes" I .... It II IruI

Y_.I .... 1h~ It Is F'«:I.I .... IN! It Is No. 1... 1Ih1I It II No.1 srcrq.,"'1
P n::D ZII., IruI

r

pn:lb~b t,

UIWue

r

i

rd: IruI

Ito ~ It Is r£llirul

r

r

76. Whether the id • • and feelings I .xpress a .. "good" or "bad" seems to make no
diffe ...nc. to my co.... Ior's feeling toward me.
Y. . Ilrcrq., ....
Ih1I t II .".

r

Yes" I .... It II IruI

Y_._ .... Ito~ It Is F'«:I.I .... INt It Is No. 1 ... 1 ~ It II No.llrcrq.,"'1
pn::DZII.,. IruI

r

i

~t,

UIWue

i

rd: IruI

Ito~

It Is r£lt IruI

r

r

77. Th. . . . . times wh.n I feel that my counselor's outward rMopons. to me is quite
diff.... nt flam the way h.sh. fe ... und.m.ath.
Y" Ilrcrq., ....
Ih1I t II ....

r

Yes" I .... It llirul

r

Y_.I ....

Ito~

It II !'C). I .... INt 1I1I No. 1 ... 1 ~ It II No.llrcrq,,"'1

pn::DZII., IruI

r

~.., u~

r

rd: IruI

r

Ito~

It II r£lt IruI

r

78. My co .... lorfe... contempt for me.
Y" Ilrcrq., ....
Y_.I .... Ito~ It II F'«:I.I .... hat It Is No. 1... 1 ~ It Is No.llrcrq.,_1
Ih1I t II l1l.I8
Yes" I .... It II IruI
pn::DZII., IruI
~.., UIWue
rd: IruI
1h ~ 1I1I r£lt IruI

r

r

r

r

i

r
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79. My co ..... lor understand. me.
v . . IIlra-ql., ....

IhlII: I IS tru.

r

V.s. I .... It IS IrUa

V_.I ,... 1h~ It Is ~.II. .I!hIt It IS
PIttlKll., IrUa

r

r

prCltloZ)~

urwu.

r

No,. 1... 1 IhlII: It II No.1 slrCr~h ... 1
not IrUa

1h~

r

It IS not n .

r

80. Sometime. I am more worthwhile in my co ..... Ior'. eye. than I am at ot"rtirnes.
v . . I Slra-ql., ....
V_.I .... 1h~ It Is ~.I"a!hlt It Is No,. 1 ...1 IhlII: It II No.1 sraq., ... 1
__ II
V.s.I .... ltlIn.
y I tru.
p IttIKlI., rue
prCItloZ)~ urwu.
not rue
Ih ~ It Is not rue

r

r

r

r

r

r

81. My couns .. or doe.n't hide anything from himselflhers.. fthat "'she feels with me.
v . . I sra-q., ....

~

.

IhlII: I Is tru.

r

v.s. I loll It IS rue

V_.I .... 1h~ It Is ~.I""htltIS

No,. 1.... 1 IhlII: It II No.1 Iraq., ... 1

PIttlKll., n .

prCltloZ)I'p urwu.

not rue

r

r

r

r

1h~

It Is not rue

r

82. My co ..... lor is truly inter.ted in me.

~

.

v . . I snrq., ....

IhlII: I II tru.

r

V.s. I .... It IS IrUa

V_.I .... Ih~ It Is ~.I""htltIS
PIttlKll., rue

r

r

prCItloZ)l'p

u~

No,. 1 ...1 IhlII: It II No.1 Iraq., ...1
notn.

1h~

r

r

r

It Is not n .

83. My cou ..... lor's respon .. to me is usually so fi_d and ..tomatic that I don't r.ally get
thnHIgh to himfh_.
v . . I Inrq., ....

IhlII: I Is tru.

r

V.s. I .... It II n .

V_.I .... Ih~ It Is ~.I"" h t It II
plttllltll., n .

r

r

prCItloZ)~ u~

r

No,. 1... 1 IhlII: It II No.1 Iraq., ... 1
not n .

1h~

r

It Is not n .

r

84. I don't thi,* that anything I say or do rully cMn • • t .. way my coun"lor fe .. towanl
me.
v . . I sraq., ....

IhlII: I Is tru.

v.s. I .... It II n .

V_.I .... 1h~ It Is ~.I""!hIt It Is No,. 1... 1 IhlII: It Is No.1 Iraq., ... 1
--..
p .....
n.
prCltloZ)I'p u~
not n .
1h~ It II not n .

lItII.,

85. What my coun . .1or up to me oft .. give. a wrong impntuion of hislh_ total thought
orfe.ling tow_d 1M.
v . . I Inrq., ....
V_.I .... Ih~ It Is ~.I""!hIt It Is
IhlII: lis tru.
v.s. I .... It IS n .
plttlKll., n .
prCltloZ)~ u~

No,. 1 ...1 IhlII: It Is No.llnrq.,"'1
not n .
Ihollllilis not n .

86. My co ..... lorfe. . . .ep affectiDn for me.
V_.I .... Ih~ It Is ~.I""!hIt It Is

v . . I snrq., ....
INIlls tru.

r

V.s. I .... II II n .

r

plttlKll., n .

r

prCltloZ)I'p

r

u~

No,. 1 ...1 h1I 1I1I No.1 snrq., ... 1
I"CllIrUa

r

Ih~

It II not n .

r
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87. Wh.n I am hurt or upset my counselor can recognize my f.eling. exactly, without
becoming upset too.
Yes" I slra"9., II1II Yes" I,... It • W'Ucr Y_.I II1II Ihoal: It Is No.1 refill h t It Is ~ I lee I Ih.lIt It Is No.1 SIrOl"9" ... 1
Ih.lIt 115 IrUe
plCb~., Irue
~~'" UlWuo
ra Iruo
Ihoal: Ills rot Irue

r

r

r

r

r

r

88. What oth_ people think of me do_ (or would, if he/sh. knewJ aff.ct the way my
counselor f .... tow_d me.
Yes" I slra"9., II1II Yes" I........
_ It • IrUIr Y_.I ,... Ihoal: It Is No.1 .... h t It Is ~ 1 ... 1 Ih.lIt It Is No.1 slra"9,,- ... 1
PICb~., Irue

. . . lis IrUe

r

r

r

~t,

unrua

r

ra Irue

Ih.lt Is '""'t W'Ucr

r

r

89.1 believe that my counselor has feeling. he/..... do •• not t.n me about that are causing
difficulty in our relationship.
Yes" I s.-c:rq., ...
Ih.lIt lis IrUe

Yes" 1II1II It • IfUe

r

r

Y_.I II1II Ih.lt Is No.1 too .. h t It Is
plCb~·,.1rue

r

~~..,

urwu.

r

~

1 ... 1 Ih.lIt It Is No.1 SIrOl"9" ... 1
ra Iruo

Ih.lt Is '""'t IfUe

r

r

This completes the swvey. Thank You for p_tlclpatlng.
If ')<)U ha\te any

~tions

Tha,*you~.

J:teaSe feel tee

t)

con1aCt me. Maf1r; LaBonde at Marlil@C4IfeWCfkSky.com
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EMPLOYER QUESTIONS
1. What is your opinion of the effectiveness of your EAP program?

2. Do you see any change in your corporate culture as a result of your EAP
program?
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APPENDIXD
DISABILITIES STATEMENT

SurveyMonkey@ www.surveymonkey.com
We believe that it is important for our customers to be able to reach the broadest range
of potential respondents possible to provide you with the most accurate results. It is
estimated that there are 54 million people in America living with a disability. Being able
to access feedback from this demographic will allow you to more effectively address the
concerns and views of a more representative population.
Our developers have updated our SurveyMonkey survey design system across the
board, so all standard survey designs are accessible and 508 certified and compliant for
respondents with disabilities. This has been accomplished without changing the appealing
look or function of your survey.
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